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ONE OF KENTUCKYM
BETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

Jottings from - -

TWO SECTIONS

The News has won award. for
•Yerdirmea every Year It has been
submitted in Judging contests.

Jo's
Notebook

Vol. 38

For the first time in many a month, I
took a few days off last week and visited
with friends in Frankfort. The place never
changes, except that the political rumor mill
keeps right on churning out more outlandish
prognostications per hour than Alladin's
lamp can manufacture in a hundred years.
I think it's rather sad about the people
who live in that political forest; they really
have no idea how their pal-ticular candidate
is faring out in the state, for most of them
talk to each other, and naturally convince
themselves that their particular candidate is
winning hands down in every district in the
Commonwealth.
Through the years I have found that it
is this "can't see the forest for the trees"
philosophy that oftentimes spells defeat for
a candidate. Such a view was not the practice of the greatest political pro of all times,
however. Former governor and senator
Earle Clements made it mandatory that
campaign workers get out in the hinterlands,
ride busses, stand on street corners, or sit on
the courthouse steps to hear what people
were really saying about the campaign he
was interested in.

Fulton,

42041, Fulton County, Kentucky

TVA 23% Rate
Increase Meets
With Protest
An announcement by the
Tennessee Valley Authority
that soaring costs will force a
23 percent increase in rates
has been greeted with angry
response throughout the TVA
region this week.
Bob Graham, manager of
the Fulton Electric Plant
Board—which buys TVA power for Fulton—called the increase "too high", and plans
to join other power boards in
the Mid South at a protest
meeting next Monday in Nashville.
The new rate structures being considered by TVA to consumers in the region would
take effect October 1st A small
automatic rise in TVA rates
will take place August 1st under escalation provisions already included in existing rate
schedules.
Congressional spokesmen for
TVA, while lamenting the increase, pointed out that under
the law, there was no choice:
since 1959, TVA has been under congressional mandate to
run INCOMPARABLE BOB HOPE will headline the prolesoperate in the black,and coal
donal entertainment at the 1970 Mid-South Fair in Memphis,
prices are soaring to the point iept. 25-Oct.
3. Hope will give a single performance in the
that an additional $115 million lid-South
COUSEURI at a p.m., Wednesday, Sept. 30. The Bob
in revenue is necessary to lope Show
will include a number of variety acts. Reserved
overcome costs.
tickets are priced at $6, $5 and $4 and are en sale at the
'Wises= and Central Ticket Office Is downtown GohlamIth's.
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Rifles, Shotguns, Dynamite, Fire
Bombs Terrorize Union City Plant
(From the Hickman Courier)
Three Hickman residents have been named
as victims of "unlawful acts against working employees," in a suit filed against the union by the
strike-bound Kinkead Industries of Union City.
"These acts" stated R. E. Martin, manager of
the plant, "include 10 instances of guns being
shot into the homes or cars of employees ,three
instances of dynamite explosions near the homes
If employees and five cases of damage to the
iutomobiles of the employees."

a chair near the window. The
other shots were fired into the
Tucker's trailer home. This is
the second time shots have
been fired at the Tucker's
residences.
"I have spent 15 years in the
service and I have never seen
anything like this," Mr. Tucker, visibly shaken and frightened, told a Courier reporter. His
wife is a non-union,office employee of the company.
"For the past several weeks
The three local recipients of
some member of the family
this vandalism were described
in Mrs. Tucker's house trailer has had to stay up all night
in the list as:
with a shot-gun trying to proshot out by shotgun."
"Melvin Price, Route 3,
Bob Tucker, whose wife tect ourselves," he added. "My
wife sits up with a shotgun
Hickman — rifle shot through Katheryn was named
in the
when I am at work," he adfront door and into wall; car suit told the Hickman
Courier
ded.
window broken by soft drink on Tuesday that last
Friday
Tears came to Mr. Tucker's
bottle.
night three shots were fired
eyes when he said that he has
"Robert Walker, Route 4, into his premises, one
into
kept
his two little girls in the
Hickman—paint thrown into the home of his in-laws
three cars.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Greer, back bedroom of the Greer
home so that they might be
"Kathryn Tucker. Hickman— shattering a large front
winprotected from shots that might
windows in parents' home shot dow and barely missing
his
be coming from the front of
out by shotgun blasts, windows father-in-law who was dozing
in
the house.
"Last Friday, about 10 p.
m., a shot came through the
window, went through an open
Opponent For Hubbard?
door in the house, and went
One interesting tid-bit that I picked up
into the little girls' bedroom and tore the wall paper
in Frankfort should be rather interesting
A search is on for the Out- and cannot be 36 prior to Jan- off the wall," he said. "We all
news for friends of Senator Carroll Hubbard
stayed awake all night, with
standing Young Farmer in uary 1, 1971.
of Mayfield, who undoubtedly will seek reKentucky.
The purpose of the Outstand- guns at our side." he said.
Others from primarily Union
coat-tails
election next year on the
of the
The search is presently being ing young Farmer Program,
City, included in the list are:
Combs-Carroll ticket for governor and lieuconducted on the county level, which is co-sponsored by the
Henry Ring, dynamite in yard:
Congressman Frank Stubblewhere county Farm Bureaus Kentucky Farm Bureau and
tenant-governor, respectively.
Wanda Sue Denson, bullet shot
field announced this week that
and Jaycee chapters are seek- Kentucky Jaycees, is to build
I heard more than once, that a very
According to information reaching The News ing and considering applica- better rural-urban relations into daughter's car; Brenda
the Secretary of Agriculture
prominent former Kentucky speaker of the
and create better understand- Jarratt, Woodland Mills, shothas designated Fulton County this week from the U. S. Departmen
t of Com- tions from young farmers aged ing
of today's young farmer gun damage to car parked in
a natural disaster emergency
21 through 35.
house from the First District is considering
merce,
Economic
front of her home; Don Cline,
Developme
nt
Administration,
and his chosen profession.
loan area due to the excessive
Applicants selected as top
opposing Hubbard for the state senate seat
windshield of truck broken by
Fulton and Hickman Counties are among four in young
rainfall last month.
farmers in their respecrock thrown from passing car;
now held by the Mayfield attorney.
This
disaster designation Kentucky and 35 in the nation that have been tive counties will become nomiEdwin Dysart, window of car
means Fulton C,ountians may qualified as "Title
The fact that Hubbard may have an op1" areas and eligible for pub- nees for the state competition,
broken out the night before the
apply for Farmers Home Adand
ponent isn't too startling, in view of his unstate
the
winner
will
comcar was almost destroyed by
ministration emeraCleY IOSM lic works grants during the federal fiscal year pete for the ultimate honor
of
fire; Rebecca Smith, rifle shot
warranted attack on Lt-Gov. Wendell Ford
by contacting their local farm- which began July 1st.
being named one of America's
through
bedroom window.
during the last session of the Legislature.
ers home office. Eligibility for
Outstanding Young Farmers.
A "Title 1" eligibility is
Also the list includes: Charlie
emergency loans begins imBut what is quite unusual is the fact that the
Williams, Union City, rifle bulThe top three young farmers
mediately and continues based on an unemployment unemployment rates or on
rate of at least six percent for median family incomes not in the state contest will be re"might-be candidate" is a close friend and
let shot into house; Carol
through June 30, 1971.
calendar 1969
higher than 40 percent of the cognized at the Kentucky
business associate of former Governor Ned
A Fulton man, A. T. Moody, Thom a s. Troy, dynamite
thrown into front yard. fire
Farm Bureau convention in is being held in Fulton
The EDA included a total national median.
County
Breathitt, who is already campaigning
November,
and the state win- jail at Hickman, charged with bomb thrown at house, and
of 996 national areas in its
Of the 986 areas qualified
vigorously for former Governor Bert T.
eligibility lists, of which the either for Title I or Title IV, ner will be announced at the involuntary manslaughter in shotgun fired over house; Ann
great majority, 951 areas, are Georgia has the highest num- Outstanding Young Farmer the shooting of Guy Fisher, also Freeman, Troy, windows blastCombs.
listed as "Title IV" areas, ber of counties in qualified banquet November 21 in Louis- of Fulton, at 11:15 p. m. on ed out by shotgun; Margaret
I could hardly believe the story even
Walker, rifle shot into and
ville. The winner will receive Saturday. A preliminary
hearSunday, July 26th, Jerry making them eligible for ad- areas with 71 and Kentucky is
though it came from such an unimpeachable
through house damaging telean all-expense paid trip to the ing will be held on Friday,
be- vision and
Drace, younger son of Brother ditional help in the form of second with 63 counties qualiNational
stereo sets; Mike
Awards
source. If true, that would make the most
Program fore County Judge James MeJ. T. Drace, of Brownsville, loans for public works and fied. Purchase counties qualiFreeman and Dickie Freeman,
March 7-10 1971, in Madison,
.
amusing and confusing campaign mix-up
Tennessee, who was the first business development as well. fied in the "Title IV" category
assaulted
Wisconsin,
at
roadblock; and
where
the nation's
Fisher was rushed to a Fulpastor of the South Fulton Bap- Qualification in this category include Calloway, Graves, Carthis neck of the woods has ever witnessed.
Rebecca Smith, Union City,
four Outstanding Young Farm- ton hospital, where he
died a rifle
tist Church, will be the guest is based on persistently high lisle, Lyon, and Marshall.
shot through bedroom
ers will be named.
But then, it might be entirely possible
short time after admission, of
speaker in the morning worThe basis for judging Ken- a .22 caliber pistol wound in window and rocks thrown
that Carroll Hubbard may not run for reship service.
through storm window.
tucky's top young farmers will the neck.
A pot-luck meal is being
election. According to a story that is being
The alleged incidents, Mr.
be progress in their agriculMoody was arrested by Fulplanned at the close of the
oft-repeated by Hubbard'sfriends, the young
tural careers; the extent of ton police shortly after the Martin said, have been reportworship service in honor of
senator has been promised, and we quote,
their soil and water conserva- shoting, which occurred in ed to Union City police, TenJerry Drace.
tion practices; and contribu- front of a house located be- nessee and Kentucky state auAll church members and
"an amazing, an almost unbelievably imtions to the well-being of their tween the Club Topadora and thorities, The Federal Bureau
It was announced today by printed.
guests are invited to hear Broportant post" if Bert Combs is elected. I
of Investigation (FBI), the
Once again this year, the community, state and nation. Mose Patton's cafe in Misther Drace speak, and to en- Ron Laird, South Central Bell
Tennessee Bureau of Criminal
just wonder what it could be.
Nominees must be actual sionary Bottom.
joy the the meal planned for Telephone Company Manager, number of directories to be deIdentification
and the sheriff's
that delivery of new telephone livered reflects another year of farm operators, deriving a
Fisher, a Humboldt, Tenn.,
The possible appointment gives some
after the morning service.
directories is scheduled to he- continued growth in the area minimum of two-thirds of their native, had lived in Fulton departments in both Obion and
credibility to the candidacy of the former
Fulton
Counties.
gin this week. Delivery of the served by this issue. This di- income from farming. They about four years and was emREVIVAL!
speaker of the house, doesn't it?
new books should be completed rectory, which contains listings must be at least 21 years old ployed by the box factory at
A
revival
will
be
held
at
the
in
a short time and all books for Fulton, South Fulton,
Martin. His body was taken to
Oh well, maybe it's all just another idle
Rush Creek United Methodist should be delivered by Friday, Hickman, Cayce,
Vanderford Funeral Home in
Water Valrumor started in the Frankfort mill.
Church, beginning July 26 and July 31.
Fulton and later transferred to
ley, and Dukedom, will be deending July 31, with night serRawls and Baskerville in
livered for use with approxiLaird stated that anyone not
vices only. Rev. John R. Britt,
Humboldt. He is survived by
mately 7,200 telephones as
My Son. My Son!
pastor of the church, will do receiving a new directory by compared with 6,960
his mother, Mrs. Emma Rudd
last year.
A free computer programmer
I drove over to Louisville on Sunday to
the preaching each evening at that date should contact the This reflects a
Fisher, one brother, Johnny aptitude test
growth rate of
will be offered at
7:30. The public is cordially in- local telephone company busi- 5 percent for the
spend some time with our son R. Paul, who
Fisher, and one sister, Mrs. Murray State
year
or
an
University Satvited to attend these services. ness office.
Emma Hangs, all of Humboldt. urday, July 2$.
increase in total telephones of
is doing quite well as a news commentator
Laird said, further, that all approximately 350.
Scheduled
at
10 a, m. in
with WKLO radio station. This week this
J.
W.
"Buster" Shuck has
WINNER!
telephone subscribers should
MEETING
Room 104 of the business buildresigned his position as HickFulton's Betty Vowel cap- destroy their old directories
young man, whom we love very much,starts
The annual meeting of the ing, Dr. Jules
Harcourt, proman's fire chief and the City Mid-South
tured the Tri-State Association since the new issue contains all
CONGRATULATIONS!
covering the Jefferson County Courthouse
Division of Asso- fessor of administrative
manCommission
has appointed ciated Milk
18 hole medal play tournament new listings and number
Mr.
Producers
and
IncorMrs.
Fred
Elliott
agement
radio
station.
in the School of Busifor news for the
Cecil Williams,ka former fire
held Tuesday afternoon, July changes which have taken
porated, at the Fairgrounds ness at Murray
were honored on their fifty- chief,
State, will
to fill the position.
The assignment is a very sensitive one
14, at the Fulton Country Club. place since the last book was
Youth
Center Building in supervise the testing. He
sixth wedding
Anniversary.
has
Shuck, who refused to sign Memphis on July 23rd from
and pretty tough for a young fellow just getadvised anyone interested in a
the contract for his employ- 11:00 a. m. to 2:30 p. m. will
career in computer data proting started in the "big leagues." Our
ment that he requested, has supposedly attract over 500
cessing to take the test.
thoughts are with him constantly, and our
taken a job "on the river," people from the Jackson PurNo advance registration is
that
he has held previously. chase area.
prayers are that he will be equal to the task.
necessary.
Shuck sold his interest in the
Hickman Cafe, which he owned
Small World...?
for several weeks.
Since Mr. Williams has acAnd while visiting with R. Paul, his
cepted the appointment as a
Production of
the first operated at a lower capacity. be from mixed
friend Linda Clark and I decided to take a
species of hard- "live-in" chief, making him
bleached chemical woodpulp to Until the paper machine starts wood.
The pulping operation available for duty at all times,
little drive over to Clarksville, Indiana, in
be manufactured at Westvaco's up, he said, production from will
then
switch
to the produc- the position of assistant chief,
order to get a gift or two for Todd, our little
Fulton County farmers can farmer must grow
new fine papers mill at Wick- the pulp mill will be in the tion
an eligible
of 500 tons of pine fiber. formerly held by Bill Ramsey, apply for loans to
purchase crop and he must show that
grandson.
liffe is starting this week as neighborhood of 350 tons per When
the total mill is fully has been abolished.
grain storage and drying he needs the
the
;90
million
operation
enters
day.
proposed
storage
We found one of those giant K-Mart
operative, approximately 70
Mr. Ramsey resigned at the
the start-up phase of its first
The start-up of the paper percent hardwood and 30 per- same time that Mr Shuck's equipment any time of the and drying equipment, Eligible
stores open and thought it the ideal place to
year, said Roy Bard, Chair- crops are dry edible
major production unit.
machine, Mr. Sharp said, is cent pine will be utilized in the resignation was accepted.
beans, peaman of the Fulton County Agri- nuts, and sunflower
find something unusual. I'm about those KAccording to Mill Manager scheduled for early autumn. At production
seeds.
of the finished
"Having a man live on the cultural Stabilization and
R. L. Sharp and Pulp Mill that time, the pulp mill will
Con- Storage facility loans repaid
Mart Stores like I am a roadside market. I
paper.
premises furnished by the city servation Committee.
Superintendent E. H. Schaefer, increase its capacity to the
in
four
annual installments
The basic operation of the is a situation we have wanted
cannot pass them up, usually do not want a
However, he suggests that over five years with
the pulp making facility is now 600 tpd level. The machine, he
the first
pulp mill. Mr. Schaefer said is for a long time," Joe Simp- farmers apply
lot of what they sell, but there's so much of
now for a loan, payment due one year
in the process of initial shake- noted, will consume 350 tons of
after
controlled by a computer. son, Hickman City Manager rather than
wait, so the stor- the loan is made. The
down operations. Production of pulp per day in the production
it, I can't resist the urge to bring out a buncurrent
Elaborate feedbacks and com- told the Courier. "Mr. Williams age facility
will be ready for annual interest rate is 7/
the first bleached pulp should of white business and printing
1
2
perputerized controls at every is an experienced employee the fall grain
dle.
crop. Loans can cent. Loan applications
be ready for market by the papers; the remaining 250
and
tons stage ensure that the right and I think his residence on be made for
Well, coming out of the store I found I
facilities
that
latter part of this week.
will
more detailed information on
of daily pulp production will amount of chemicals will be the fire house
premises will store up to two years' eligible storage
During this initial production be dried and baled for
didn't have but a little change in my pocket,
facilities and drying
market. added at exactly the moment solve a lot of problems we commodities
produced on the equipment loans are available
period, Mr. Schaefer noted, the
The first 500 tons of pulp needed, that the temperature have had in the
department," farm, the ASC chairman said. from the
(Continued On Page Six)
601:1 ton per day unit wM be fiber produced by the mill
Fulton County ASCS
(Continued on Page Ste
will
he added.
To be eligible for a loan, a Office.

County Declared
A Disaster Area

The Search Is On For State's
"Outstanding Young Farmer"

Fulion And Hickman Counties
Qualify For EPA "Title I"Help

A.T. Moody Is
Charged In
Fatal Shooting

Jerry Drace Will
Be Guest Speaker

New Phone Directories
Being Delivered This Week

Shuck Quits
As Hickman
Fire Chief

Giant Wickliffe Paper Mill
Starts Its Wheels Turning

Like Computers?
Take A Free Test

Farm Loans Are Available For
Storage, Drying Equipment
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PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers

"The Effort's Okay, It's Just In The
Wrong Place", Say Critics Of UK Editor
Since the question of whether houses in the yearbook, we saw
or not to publish the 1969-70 An- no students from the university!
"Where were these concernlual at the University of Kentucky
has been the subject for many ed students when their state Legeditorial comments and news stor- islature was holding public hearies during-1 the past couple of ings on a generic drug bill to bring
weeks, we thought the following drug costs down for the aged and
editorial comments would be of the poor? We saw Dr. Earl P.
Sloane, a faculty member of the
interest:
University of Kentucky school of
pharmacy as he came to testify
AGAINST the poor in favor of the
Says the current issue of the
big drug colnpanies. But, the stuKentucky Labor News:
dents of the University of KenPICTURE BOOK APPROACH.. tucky were in absentia, as they
"University of Kentucky stu- prefer to demonstrate their monudents have discovered poverty, mental passion for the poor by
and they are quite excited about filling their yearbook v4.01 Komit. They are using their "annual" passion by Kodak, all rformed
— or yearbook — as a catalog of at a safe distance with the use of
pictures on strip-mining, water telescopic lens attachments and a
pollution, poverty scenes, and haze filter.
"These students will not
other social problems .
"This is no large step from change the earth so much as a hill
the younger school boy's custom of ants with their yearbook. They
of writing "Billie is a bad boy" must learn to change the system
on the sidewalk with a bit of by PARTICIPATING in the syschalk. In spite of the many effec- tem."
tive ways that our university
—Kentucky Labor News
level men and women could
change their world for the better,
Says the Louisville Courierit is pointless for them to clutter
their souvenir yearbook with their
Journal:
frustrations. How many will see
"Scorning the traditional
the volume of ghetto pictures of memory
book format, Miss SoterLexington? Except for the family
packed her pages with
has
iou
will
albums
these
neighbors,
and
for a society of war,
scorn
barbs
of
have a small audience as they pile
strip mining, things
upon a bookshelf or in an attic or poverty andsays,
are of more incloset for a generation until they which, she
than camstudents
terest
to
UK
are opened to review the pages of
life.
postage stamp student photo- pus games, clubs and social
Collegians
right.
may
be
"She
graphs.
at being
"Is the protest-laden year- work hard these dayswhen
they
only
brightening
grim,
stuthese
what
book the symbol of
to
sore
new
social
some
discover
dents have learned by their final
the body
year at the state university? What indicate a sickness in strip
minpolitic. And if war and
a pity!
"We are left to ponder whe- ing turn on the students at Lexfor their
ther the editors of the yearbook ington we can only sighhope
they
and
originality
lack
of
are as sincerely interested in
ghetto problems as they are in dis- find happiness in their misery. Replays of photographic skill. Do we cent polls indicate that students
witness an unfettered feeling from today, like those of a generation
their rib cages for the poor and ago, are primarily concerned with
as sex and
the downtrodden of Kentucky, or such mundane matters
the future,
do we see only a bound display of marriage, jobs andthird;
but prithe graphic arts on parade? We with politics a poor
choose to believe that these im- orities at UK may differ.
"The only question seems to
pressionable young people are in
whether Miss Soteriou has
be
truth discovering many of the injustices that the trade union found her ideal medium. Yearmovement has opposed for genera- books tend to be valuable only to
tions, but why are these students the extent that they depict what
never at the right place at the can be found nowhere else—what
right time, WHERE THE AC- happened- on campus during a
specific year. The agonies of the
TION IS?
"Where were these students world no doubt concern the camwhen their Legislature was hold- pus, and rightly so, but other meding hearings on the state's 65c ia will record them better and
minimum wage law a few months more fully. A generation from
ago? We were there, as always, now, when Miss Soteriou and her
but we didn't see them around. If classmates take down the old
they are interested in poverty, yearbook to inflict their nostalgia
they must seek the CAUSES of on their college-bound chidren, its
value will be measured by the expoverty!
"And, since they have dis- tent to which it recalls the-camcovered the ravages of strip-min- pus, not the world, of today.
"But if the yearbook fuss
ing, where were the U. of K. stuseems
much ado about little, it
dents when hearings were held
the troubling
on a state mineral severance tax serves to illustrate
during the Legislature? We were • relationship between college adthere, but although a severance ministrations and their student
tax on coal could relieve the un- lublications. Today's students
just tax burdens now suffered by chafe at supervision that restricts
the poor living in those ghetto their reporting and commentary.
"Perhaps the solution is to
student publications off
take
Second-class postage paid at Fulton, Ky.
campus, making them independ12041
ent and self-supporting, and freeAddress all mall (subscriptions, chenge at
address. Forms 3479) to Post Office Box 307 ing the students from unwanted
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
supervision and the college from
unwanted responsibility. DeprivSubscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton.
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and °Mon ed of income from the relatively
and Weakicry Counties, Tann. linewhare unfair tradition of charging every
throughout tho United States $4.00 per year. student for a subtcription to the
Kentucky Subscribers must add 5% Salm campus paper, whether or not it is
Tax.
wanted, the student publication
Successor of various weakly papers M Fulton would have to be both sound and
Ma first of which was founded In 1000.
attractive to survive. And the adPublished Fifty Thursdays of The Year at ministration would be relieved of
209 Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
esponsibility for losses or lapses.
Voted ono of Kentucky's "Beet AN Armand"
Weakly Papers.
—Louisville Courier-Journal

CAR HER.

THE LONG AGO
Oh! A wonderful stream is the river of time,
As it runs through the realm of tears,
With a faultless rhythm and a musical rhyme,
And a broader sweep and a surge sublime,
And blends with the ocean of years!
How the winters are drifting like flakes of snow,
And the summers like buds between,
And the years in the sheaf-so they come and they
go,
On the river's breast, with its ebb and flow,
As it glides in the shadow and sheen!
Benjamin F.Taylor

FULTON'S

library Cr
BY LUCY DANIEL

Poet John Ciardi Cherishes
this note received from a young
admirer, whose name he
thoughtfully refuses to disclose: "Dear Mr. Ciardi: I
think your new book of poems
for children is very fumy. I
read it in church. I thought it
was much better than the sermon. P. S. please don't tell my
daddy about the sermon because he's the minister."

mopolitan
partraitist
and
sleuth,
Johnson
Johnson,
comes to the assistance of
Sarah Cassells, a 20-year-old
English sparkler who becomes
involved in jewel robbery, international intrigue and murder
on the Balearic island of Ibiza
off the eastern coast of Spain.
This story has verve, suspense
and absolote authenticity of
setting, and several unexpected
piquant ingredients.

FIRST ON THE MOON, by
Neil Armstrong. First on the
NORTH TO DANGER, b y
moon. The sound of the words'
Morey, and Virgil Burthemselves cannot convey their Walt
story of two
full meaning, the weight of ford. This is the
boys who knocked
wonder that they bear. The Oregon
another,
time, money, lives, will, know- about at one thing and
wrestling
ledge—the total effort that including boxing and
traveling carnivals, they
went into putting Man on the for
moon is beyond measurement. went to Alaska every year for
FIRST ON THE MOON: A the three-month summer seaVoyage with Neil Armstrong, son. They hunted the Kodiah
Michael Collins and Edwin E. bear, and sailed with the notorAldrin Jr. is the exclusive story Wus Alaskan fish pirates—all
of Apollo 11 and the always of which is told in this book.
thrilling and historic personal
experiences of the three astroONE LIFE, by Christiaan
nauts who put man on the Barnard. Who is CHRISTIAAN
moon.
BARNARD,and how will his
own ONE LIFE be rememberMURDER IN THE ROUND, ed when the first human heart
by Dorothy Dunnett. The cos- transplant becomes a footnote

1

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock

TWENTY YEARS AGO
July 14, 1950
Roy Hamby,popular bookkeeper for the City
Coal Co., has accepted a position in Nashville,
Tenn., as manager of a real estate loan and mortgage company. He will begin his duties about
August 1.
The Cayce community cannery located at
Cayce High School, Cayce, Kentucky, is now
operating on a part time schedule, according to
Eugene Waggoner, teacher of Vocational Agriculture.

to medical history? With rare
candor and insight, the surgeon—and the man—tawaks for
himself. Direct and unsparing,
he reveals his agonizing personal decisions, conflicts, mistakes, and hopes in this remarkable book.
THE SHIP THEY CALLED
THE FAT LADY, by William
M. Hardy. In this novel about
a submarine tender and her
crew, the author has told a
tensely realistic story of danger
and rapid action. After the
Japanese attack on the Philippines, all but one of the tenders in Manila Bay had been
ordered to leave for safer
areas. The U. S. S. Rigel, old,
ungainly, poorly armed, was
chosen to stay behind, an expendable sitting duck, to service
the submarines on war patrol.
For five catastrophic months
her officers and crew struggled
to save their fat old lady and
to strike back at the wiemy.
Here are their exploits.
THE UNFINISHED CLUE,
by Georgette Ileyer. Even the
beautiful June weather couldn't
sweeten the atmosphere at
Lady Billington-Smith's unfortunate house-party. Sir Arthur
lost his temper whenever his
son's fiance, •a Mexican dancer, appeared; flirted with another guest till her husband
saw red; irascibly turned down
his favorite, nephew's request
for a loan and, in between,

Letter From Washington
By
Cooper
Sherman
John
Mrs.
The 50th Anniversary Dinner of the Women's National
Press Club was a smash hit.
President Nixon even cancelled
a sail down the Potomac with
some of his advisors so that
all of them could come to this
history-making dinner.
Mrs. Nixon and her two daughters and son-in-law were at
the head table as were relations of all the former Presidents. There were Margaret
Ann Hoover Brigham, Anna
Roosevelt Halsted, former Justice Clark representing the
Trumans, Mrs. Eisenhower,
Senator and Mrs. Kennedy, and
Linda Bird Johnson Robb and
her husband. Also among the
special head table guests was,
and listed on the program as
"Our Woman for All Seasons,"
Alice Roosevelt Longworth,
daughter of President Theodore Roosevelt. Mrs. Longbullied his wife unmercifully.
That everyone there heartily
wished Sir Arthur dead was no
surprise. But who actually
stabbed him as he sat writing
at his desk, saw a mystery the
police couldn't unravel.
CALICO PALACE, by Gwen
Bristow: This is the story of
men and women who lived in
Califrornia at the time of the
gold rush. But they were not
the forty-niners. They were the
people who were there when it
all began. They were the fortyeighters. The forty-eighters had
not come to California looking
for gold. Why, then, were they
there? Why had they left their
own civilized communities to
make a dangerous journey five
or six months long, with nothing at the end of it but a mud.
caked setlement out at the end
of the world? Everyone of
them had a different reason.
Often they were reasons they
did not talk about.
DEATH'S BRIGHT DART,
by V. C. Clinton-CaddeleY•
Here, Dr. Davie ,the estimable
Cantabrigian, has the opportunity to clock his mettlesome curiosity under the guise of detection. This comes about when
the chief speaker of an international symposium on science
is felled by strange means just
at the time a blowpipe was discovered missing from a nearby
exhibition of primitive weapons.

ed in a six-weeks surveying course conducted by
the University at Camp Robinson in Eastern Kentucky. ,
Little Pamela Homra was honored on her
fifth birthday Wednesday with a party given by
her mother, Mrs. Fred Homra at their home on
Norman Street. Guests were Rita Kramer,Susan
McDaniel and her visitor, Kathleen Kuesters of
Metropolis, Ill., John and Chris Hunter, Judy
Owen, Jerry Roberson, Fay Crocker, Judy Hoodenpye, Ann Carpenter, Phillip Merryman, Patrica Hamby, Vyron Mitchell, Jr., Carole Luther,
Ronnie and Pamela Homra.

FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
July 17, 1925
The Estes Motor Company, on State Line
near OK Laundry has begun operations selling
The annual Fulton County 4-H Club and Fu- the new Hudson, Essex, Willys-Knight and Overture Farmers of America Beef cattle show and land cars. E.P. Estes is the President.
sale, sponsored by the Fulton Farm Bureau, will
be held in Fulton on August 9, announced the
Trains No: 36 and 37, known as "Whiskey
County agent today.
Dick", running between Cairo-Fulton and Fulton-Paduoah, will be discontinued in the near fuLittle Judy Bizzle was honored on her.fifth ture, announced
I. C.Superintendent, H. W. Wilbirthday, Tuesday afternoon with a party by her liams this week.
he stated that service
mother, Mrs. Lewis Bizzle at their home on Wal- will be improved,However,
because
trains
No. 1 and 2 will
nut Street. The guest list included: Judy, Rita make local stops
between Cairo and Fulton which
Kramer, Brenda Klinard, Linda Gail Boaz, Mar- they have not done;
da Sundwick, Joyce Hainley; Sally Williams, on the local, which and that a coach will be put
Sylvia Carden, Peggy Koonce, Carolyn Neely, will run between it has not had,and'a new train
Fulton and Paducah.
Judy Neeling, Josephine Hancock, and Glenn
Exton.
Due to the improvement of highways in difHon. Brady M. Stewart, prominent lawyer ferent sections of the country (Fulton will soon
of Paducah was in Fulton last week making con- be on a concrete north-south highway), and the
tacts in his race for Judge of the First Appellate increase in travel by automobiles, many railroads
are discontinuing a number of local passenger
District.
trains. Several weeks ago the M&O discontinuatCecil Bolin, a well known Fultonian, has ed a number of their passenger trains; it is unbeen added to the faculty of the Clinton, Ken- derstood that one of the two passenger trains now
tucky, High School as band and music instructor. operating daily round-trip between Hickman andDyerburg will soon be cut off.
Joe C. Stephens, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
Stephens of Fulton, is one of 54 University of
Miss Evelyn Norris and Mr. Hanley Jamb
Kentucky engineering students who are enroll- of Fulton were married in Union City Saturday,
•
.10•••••••••

worth got the biggest applause
—all 900 of the guests clapped
and chewed when she was introduced so that she had to
rise three times.
After dinner, there was a
show called "Headlines, Datelines, By-lines" which showed
slides of Washington personalities for the last 50 years and
hit songs that were sung at
other Women's Press Club
Dinners. It was always humorous and sometimes very nostalgic and sentimental. Example:
A picture on the screen of
President Truman and President Eisenhower with two •
members of the Press Club
singing "I remember it Well,"
as they reminisced on their
terms as Presidents. Betty
Beale sang "When I Begin to
Be In" to the tune of "Begin
the Beguine" for Richard Nixon in 1958. The repeat of Jackie Kennedy's song by Helen
Thomas brought down the
House.
The passage of CooperChurch after seven weeks of
debate was tremendousy emotional for its supporters. This
amendment has attracted more
notice all over the world than
any other that John has introduced. Newspapermen have
told me that when they were
In Asia, foreign correspondents
from all countries and United
States Embassy staffs stayed
up the entire night due to the
change of time to hear the
vote, and the same was true
in Europe. It was like an obstacle race with each new vote
on the amendment one more
jump until the final victory.
Yesterday, the House rejected a procedural amendment on
Cooper-Church without debate
by tabling it. The vote was 237
to 153. This vote was larger for
Coper-Church than expected as
now a 35 vote change could
swing it, according to the
House members that dashed
over to tell my husband the
news. It now goes to a Conference between the Senate and
the House. Senator Cooper is
one of the Senate Conferees,
but no matter what the outcome, the Senate has taken a
historic step to establish the,
Constitutional balance of warmaking powers between the
Presidency and the Congress.
Two subjects affecting Kentucky came up in the Senate
last week. On Wednesday, in
the late afternoon, John learned from Senator Dole of Kansas, who is a member of the
Agriculture Committee, that
Senator Moss of Utah would
offer a surprise amendment to
the Agricultural Appropriations
bill prohibiting funds for price
support, inspection and grading and export of tobacco. John
alerted all the Senators from
tobacco states to be ready to
defeat the amendment.
Senator Moss introduced his
amendment at 6:00 o'clock.
Senator Cooper and others explained to the Senate that the
amendment would destroy the
tobacco program. It was defeated by a vote of 52 to 15.
Yesterday, there was even
a closer vote. An amendment
was offered by Senator Cooper
authorizing $100,000 for new
research in horse diseases.
This ran into violent opposition
led by Senator Pastore of
Rhode Island. He called the
amendment a "Trojan Horse"
and claimed it was only for
rich race horses and would "
encourage gambling. Again,
Senator Cooper explained the
appropriation was Pr research
on horse diseases for all horses
and the amendment won 40 to
38.
Many Kentucky industries,
including tobacco, coal, and
horse breeding, have many
problems and hot opponents in
Congress so these two victoreis
were important.
I am going to the State Department to see Senators
Mansfield, Sparkman, Aiken
and Cooper sworn in as Commissioners on the 25th Anniversary Observance of the Singing
of the United Nations Charter.
John dines at the White House
tonight for this celebration.
President Nixon has asked
John to aft /dm on Monday. I
wonder what he will discuss
with him.

CANDIDATES TO SPEAK
Fifteen candidates seeking
political office in the forthcoming August election will participate in an informal discussion of campaign issues at 7:30
on Thursday, July 23, In the
courtroom of the WeakleY
County Court House.
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—Sewing knows no season.
Ready-to-wear can be bought
only when stores have it. in
stock — the home sewer can
make anything at home at any
time.
—Forty-four million women
in this country sew.
—Two hundred million patterns were sold in 1968.
—Home sewing fulfills a creative need.
—The home sewer can have
designer patterns from leading
couturiers.
—Today, the home sewer is
especially confident. She has
good machines and a wide supply of notions.
—Uniformity of pattern size
and ready-to-wear size makes
selection easier.
—Catherine C. Thompson.
Hickman, Ky. 42050
Telephone 236-2351

Artists and craftsmen from
western Kentucky and Tennessee are invited to exhibit
their work on August 15 and
16 at the Land Between the
Lakes Arts Festival. The show,
which is sponsored-by the Murray, Kentucky, Art Guild, will
be held between Center Station
and Center Furnace in the
Conservation Education Center
(CRC) and will be open to the
public from 9 a. m. to dusk.
Individuals or guilds are
welcome to set up their exhibits on a first-come-firstserve basis. Although a few
canopies will be provided, exhibitors are responsible for any
equipment, such as tables and
easels, which they may need.
Picnic areas are provided
within the CEC for visitors and
camping sites are located nearby. Light refreshments will be
sold by the Murray Art Guild.
In case of bad weather the
show will be postponed to the
weekend of August 22-23.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Evans Will
Barbara Parker Celebrate Golden Anniversary
Attends Stuart's
Writing Course
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Evans,
Union City Route 4, will celebrate their Golden Wedding
Anniversary with an open
house at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. James Phillips, 109 Bates
Street, South Fulton, July 26,
1970, from 2:00 to 5:00 p. m.
All of their friends and relatives are invited to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Evans were
married July 24, 1920 by the

late Reverend Billy Evans in
Union City, Tennessee. Their
only attendants were Lizzie
Mai C,orum Wade, Cliff Wade
and the late Ada Evans Smith.
Their children are Mrs.
James (Jean) Phillips of South
Fulton, Billy W. Evans, Wingo,
Mrs. Paul
Kentucky and
(Frances) Brown, Cleveland,
Mississippi. They have eight
grandchildren

• CAYCE NEWS
By Miss Clarice Bondurant

immediately. Feed each month
through July to promote good
development and plenty of
blooms.
—Mrs. Juanita Amonett, Courthouse, Paducah, Ky, 42001
Telephone-442-2718.
Bathrooms painted in tints
of the warm colors take on a
warmer feeling than those
painted with cool colors. Try it
if your bathroom always seems
cool.
— Mildred W. Potts, La Center, Ky. 42056 Telephone 6655671.

Enzyme detergents may be
dangerous to users over prolonged periods, says the FTC.
A report from the National
Clearinghouse for Poison
Control Centers concludes that
there is no evidence that enzymes cause skin irritations. But
other studies done in Great
Britain indicate an abnormal
rate of lung ailments among
workers in enzyme-producing
plants after prolonged exposure.
—Barletta Wrather, 209
Maple Street, Murray,
Ky. 42071 Telephone 753-1452

FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
Children Need To Learn About
Money—
Learning how to use and
manage nickles and pennies
while young helps them to
manage dollars later on. A
child needs a chance to use
money. to decide and spend for
himself. Parents should not
give a child money and then
tell him how to spend or save
every, penny. The child needs
to be given only the amount he
can handle at that age and
then be given the opportunity
to make his decisions as to how
he will spend it. Parents need
to explain about money and
give guidance in the use of
money but let the child experience the spending of money.
—Miss Irma Hamilton, Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42004;
Telephone: 247-2334

Mr. and Mrs. James Cason
Menees, Cheryl and Keith, and
Mrs. J. C. Menees, Sr., enjoyed
a nice trip to New Orleans and
other points of interest several
Barbara L. Parker of Hickweeks ago.
man, an English III teacher at
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San Francisco, was a recent
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Miss Nancy Lee Bushart and material grandmother of
Three other faculty mem- of Route 1, Fulton, announce County High School.
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EARLY ENTRIES in the Miss Mid-South Pageant are pretty
has it pasted to his denture
Yesterday a neighbor bom- replied when asked if women of 35 is considered an old
Memphlatui (from left) Kay Roberts and Marcia James, both 19 The Dean's List for the glass. Every night before he barded me with some extreme- were smarter about marriage
years old. Mrs. Gerald Snipes, in charge of entries, handles the spring semester of the 1960- goes to bed he reads me a line ly personal questions. Finally I than men, "Have you ever maid. Of course this is rubbish.
applications. The pageant will select a queen on Sept. 3 who 1970 academic year at Western or two of your advice. I'm so lost my temper and said. "I heard of a woman marrying a I've said it before and I'll say
it again: Any woman can get
25-Oct. IL The
Kentucky University includes sick of you, Ann Landers, I really don't want to talk about man for his shape?" I laughed married—if she sets her standThe News takes pleasure in will reign over the 1171 Mid-South Pair, Sept
wishing "Happy Birthday" to emit hi open to all single girls is the Mid-South between the two undergraduates students tried to cancel the newspaper it, if you don't mind." With when I read it, but it started ards low enough.
ages of 18-25 (inchusive).
but my husband wouldn't stand fire in her eye she snapped, "I me thinking.
from Fulton County.
the following friends:
Too many couples go from
What DO women look for
July 24: Shirley Dale Hicks,
ask because I am INTERESTTo be named to the list, a for it.
had to be rented by the week student must achieve an acadCarl Puckett, Sr.: July 25: Paseen you with my ED in the boy. I can't under- when they want to marry? All matrimony to acrimony. Don't
hadn't
I
If
only during June, July and emic point standing for the se- own eyes when you spoke in stand why you are so sensi- around me I see lovely gals let your marriage flop before it
tricia Holloday; July 26, Euwho are supporting loafers, gets started. Send for Ann
August.
gene Bard, Jennifer Moss, July
mester of 3.3 or higher out of a Boston I would swear you were tive."
27: Mrs. John Schwerdt, W. W.
I ended up by apologizing but boozers, and chasers. These Landers' booklet, "Marriage-W. possible 4.0.
a man. I won't be reading your
Parks Commissioner
hand- What To Expect." Send your
Jetton;
Fulton County students on column anymore so good-by I felt like kicking her in the men aren't particularly
be J1111161 Hoot said the change in
July 28: James Weldon Stone; State Park cottages can
teeth. I was brought up to be- some or interesting or even de- request to Ann Landers in care
to accommodate per- the Deans List are: Susan Key forever. — Brookline Wife
is
policy
time,
of
length
any
for
rented
Andrews,
W.
July 29: Charles
Dear Wife: Sorry to lose you lieve it is rude to put a person cent, in some Instances. Why of your newspaper enclosing
De- sons who wish to rent a cottage Caldwell, RFD 4, Fulton; Donwould a pleasant, bright, suc- 50c in coin and a long, stamped
Susan Bloodworth, Mrs. Bruce the year around. The Parks
a period shorter than a ald Richard Everett, 603 Troy dearie, but I have a hunch through the third degree about
Wilson; July 20: Agatha Voel- partment has canceled an or- for
How should cessful woman who can sup- self-addressed envelope.
matters.
personal
you
keep
will
husband
your
Hickman.
Avenue,
der that housekeeping cottages week.
pel, Jo Westphellng.

Bushart -Jones Nuptials Are
Solemnized Here On July 17

Janice Kay Elliott Engaged
To Anthony Wayne Anderson

Chestnut Glade Club Hears
Health Department Nurse
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Rev. F. L. Gardner Arrives To
Serve Wesley And Bethlehem
The newly appointed minister
and family for The United
Methodist Churches, Wesley
and Bethlehem, are the Rev.
and Mrs. Franklin L. Gardner
and four children, Teresa 11
yrs., Tony 10 yrs., Tammie 9
yrs., and Tyler 6 yrs. The
Gardners come to Fulton from
Jackson. Tenn., and reside at
303 Jackson St.
Rev. and Mrs. Gardner are
formerly residents of Martin,
Tenn. and attended Martin Elementary and High Schools.
Rev. Gardner is a graduate in
the class of 1956 and has attended Lambuth College in
Jackson, Tenn.
Former churches served by
Rev. Gardner are Baker's
Chapel, McRaes Chapel, Luterton, and Harmon's Creek of
the Big Sandy Circuit, Oak Hill,
Shiloh, Manley's Chapel, Little
Rock, Lebannon on the East
Paris Circuit in Paris. Tenn.,
and Andrews Chapel and Mercer United Methodist Churches
in the _Jackson, Tenn., area.
Rev. Gardner plans to attend
UTM later on this year. He
is not a complete stranger to
the community because he was

Aline Williams
The little sprinkle we had
Sunday looked good, but we
surely could enjoy a good rain,
as crops, gardens and yards
need it.
Mrs. Mary Cavender spent
Saturday night with Mr. and
Mrs. Adair Cannon and Sunday
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs.
Dail Phillips.
Adair Cannon has been in
with a crippled knee the past
week. He has to get about on
crutches these days.
There was an auction sale at
the Cannon Store Saturday,

with a large crowd attending.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Williams,
of Mayfield, spent Tuesday
with Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft
and Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams visited Mr. and Mrs. Luther Page Friday afternoon.
Mr. aim airs. Bill Varidy, of
Hazel Park, Mich., are visiting
Varidy's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Cannon, for a
couple of weeks. It's always
good to see Bill and Jean.
I started writing the news
Sunday evening. It's Monday
morning now and we had quite
an electrical storm Sunday
night. We also had a good rain,

for which we are thankful. Now
we think our little late garden
will make it.
Mrs, Bessie Shelton, of East
State Line in Fulton, enjoyed
a birthday dinner Sunday with
several us ner relatives with
her. Those attending were: her
brother, C. C. Wheeler,- and
wife; her sister, Mrs. Paul
Brann, and husband; her sister-in-law, Mrs. Thelma Wheeler; her daughter, Mrs. Christine Williams, and family, of
Murray; grandchildren, Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Yates and family and Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Shelton. We wish Mrs. Shelton
many more happy birthdays.

leader will be Marlston Hot- each evening, and Reverenc'
Pierce extends a warm wel
come to all who would like tr
The services will be at 7:30 attend.

Revival Begins
At Liberty
Baptist Church

land.

Greenfield Monument Works

— In Operation 68 Years —
Reverend Jimmy Pierce,
pastor of the Liberty Baptist
• Large Display "
Church, is now announcing a
• Well Lighted At Night •
revival which will be held at
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
W.
D. Powers
the church July 22 through
Greenfield
August 2.
Fulton
Phone 235-n3
!Phone 472-1853
The visiting evanglist will be
Reverend James Best, pastor
J. B. MANESS SONS
of the First Baptist Church in
Greenfield, Tenn.
Fulton; and the revival song .....,..,

Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

Suzanne Shipley
Suzanne Marie Shipley, 20months-old daughter of Mrs.
e Lynn Duke, the former
reva Lou Hedge of Fulton,
a d Robert H. Shipley, died
Wednesday. July 15, at her
home. Route 1, Water Valley.
Funeral services were held
Thursday, July 16, in Hornbeak
Funeral Home, with Rev. Gerald Stow, pastor of the South
Fulton Baptist Church, officiating and burial was in Greenlea
Cemetery,
The child was born in Shreveport, La.
In addition to her mother and
her father, she is survived by
her maternal step-grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Smith Taylor of Water Valley.

oq:

Clarence T.Eaves
Mr. Clarence Teller Eaves, a
retired farmer of Weakley
County, died Monday, July 13
at his home in Martin.
Mr. Eaves served in World
War 1, and was 75 at the time
of his death.
Ile is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Fannie Eaves of Martin;
four sons, Mr. Dillard Eaves
of Midland, Texas, Mr. Jess
Eaves of Edwardsville, Tenn.
Mr. Thomas Eaves, of Muskegan, Michigan, Mr. Charles
Eaves of Dresden, Tenn.. four
daughters, Mrs. Ruth Fitch of
Edwardsville, Ill., Mrs. Joyce
Jones of Edwardsville,
Mrs. Peggy Whiteman, Tishomingo, Okla., and Mrs. Russell
Baker, of Martin, Tenn., one
brother, Mr. Carlos Eaves of
Dresden. Tenn., and twentythree grandchildren.
Services were held July 15, at
the Pisgah Methodist Church
with Rev. Paul Peck officiatingPallbearers were
Morris
Bowers, Yuma Robertson,
Jones Gatew'ood, Pat Fitch,
Mike Fitch, and James Baker.
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Rev. F. L. Gardner
employed by the U-Tote-M
Super Market on the West State
Line in 1956-1957. He invites
all his friends to church either
at Bethlehem or Wesley. Rev.
Gardner and family wishes to
thank the people of Fulton and
South Fulton for providing
them with a friendly community in which to live.

Mrs. Clara Brain

Funeral services for H. G.
Jakobe were held last Friday,
July 17. in the Trinity Episcopal Church in .Fulton and
burial was in Greenlea Cemetery. liornbeak Funeral Home
was in charge of arrangements.
Mr. Jakobe. 79, died at his
home, Bonne Terre, Mo., Wednesday, July 15, following a
long illness .
A native Kentuckian, he was
a retired mining engineer. The
Jakobes had lived in Bonne
Terre for the past thirty-eight
years: Ile was a graduate of
the University of Kentucky at
Lexington, where he first met
his wife, the former Lucie Virginia Shepherd, a student from
Fulton.
In addition to his wife, he is
survived by one son, Henry
George Jakobe of Saranac
Lake, N. Y., and one grandson,
Henry George Jakobe, III. He
was a brother-in-law of Mrs.
L. A. Clifton of Fulton.

OBION
Joe Martin,
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Mrs. Clara Mae Bratton died
Thursday afternoon, July 16,
in the Fulton Hospital, following a long illness.
Funeral services were held
Saturday. July 18. in the Water
Valley Church of Christ, with
Harvey Lynn Elder and Lloyd
Canter officiating. Burial was
in the Water Valley Cemetery,
with Hornbeak Funeral Home,
of Fulton, in charge of arrangements .
Mrs. Bratton. 81, was born
in Graves County, the daughter
qf the late Thomas E. and
Myra Adams Harper. She Wag
the widow of John F. Bratton,
who died in 1942. She had lived
in Water Valley most of her
life and taught school there for
a number of years. She was a
member of the Water Valley
Church of Christ, where the
body lay in state prior to the
funeral.
Surviving are two daughters,
Mrs. Mary Katherine Rose of
Water Valley and Miss Doris
Bratton of Paris, Tenn.; three
grandchildren, Mrs. Brenda
Dublin of Fulton, John M. Rose
of Water Valley and Mrs. Jonelle Alexander of Mayfield;
three great grandchildren; one
sister, Mrs. Ruth Schroeder of
Dayton Ohio.and three brothers. Whit Harper of Detroit,
Jack Harper of Cuba and Edward Harper of Portland, Ore.
gen.
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Mrs. Wm. Wiseman
Mrs. William Wiseman, of
South Lyon. Michigan, died
Saturday, July 18, while visiting her aunt, Mrs. Richard
Cook, Arch Street, Fulton. Mrs.
Wiseman became ill Saturday
morning and was taken to Hillview Hospital, %there she died
that afternoon.
Prayer services were held in
Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel Sunday evening, led by Bro.
Charles Houser. The body was
then flown to Voran Funeral
Home at Allen Park, Mich., for
services, after which burial
was in Michigan Memorial
Cemetery.
Mrs. Wiseman, 34, was born
in McCracken County. Her
home address was 61541 Richfield, Route 1, South Lyon,
Michigan.
In addition to her husband,
she is survived by her parents,
Mrs. Lenora Hankins Platter of
Lincoln Park, Mich., and Virgil W. Hayes of Memphis; three
sons, Stephen, David and Justin, of the home address; one
half-brother,
James Virgil
Hayes, of Atlanta; two halfsisters, Margaret Ellen Hayes
of Phoenix, Ariz. and Mrs.
Donna Kay Meggison of Lincoln Park, Mich., and one
step-brother, Henry Lee Platter, with the U. S. Army in
Vietnam.

CAMPAIGNINGII
Larry Bates of Martin, candidate for State Representative
from the counties of Obion,
Weakley and Lake, was in
South Fulton Thursday afternoon with his wife, Barbara,
campaigning and meeting area
residents.

(Pictures Courtesy Gardner', Studio)

Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church

J. C. MORELAND
Pastor

The Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church wai organized
in November,1842, by C. J. Bradley. This was before the formation
of Fulton County. At the time Union was organized this territory
belonged to Hickman County.
The first church, building was built at the cost of about $3,000.
It was a two story building and the upstairs was utilized by the
Masons and Good Tempters. The building stood in almost the same
spot which the present building occupies. The church ministered to
both whites and slaves.
Previous to the organization of the Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church two other churches had been built. These churches
were called "Union" because all denominations worshiped there.
This name has been retained by the church.
The present church sanctuary was built in 1892 and dedicated
in 1893'at a cost of $1,100. The church pews were purchased in 1911
at a cost of 8548.
During the church's history some five hundred seventy-five
names have been placed on the church roll.
An educational annex of seven rooms and a basement were
completed in 1955. In April of 1965, three more Sunday School

classrooms and restrooms were added.
The denomination of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church, of
which Union is a part, was organized in 1810 in Dickson County,
Tennessee. It was an outgrowth of the Great Revival of 1800.
Three ministers of the Presbyterian Church were the founders. The
basic doctrines of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church include the
belief that Christ died for all men, and that every man has the
choice to accept or reject Christ as Savior, and water baptism
which symbolizes the outpouring of the Holy Stsirit on one's llfe.
Union is a church with a long and rich heritage. It is a friendly
church dedicated to serving God by serving man. It now is in the
process of supplying recreational equipment for the youth of the
community. This is seen as one of the church's avenues of service.
A schedule of services follows. The public is invited to Worship
Almighty God with us at any time.
SUNDAY MORNING
10:00 A. M. - Sunday School for all ages
U:00 A. M.- Worship
SUNDAY EVENING
7:00 P. M. -Worship

This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

M & B Gulf Station

E. W.James and Sons

Fulton Electric System

Tires, Batteries, Accessories

SUPERMARKETS

Fulton, Kentucky

Kentucky Ave. at Rood

Hickman - Fulton R.E. C.C.
"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

472-9060

Hickman

South Fulton

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

236-2655

Union City

Fulton
Fulton

472.1362

Compliments of

Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

305 Main Street

402-1471

Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Hornbeak Funeral Home

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Henry L Siegel Company.Inc.

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.

302 Carr Street

At the Stor•—or at your door

Fulton and South Fulton

MCH492

Fulton, Ky.

4724412

Flatten, Ky.

472-3311

a good plows to work

Clinton, Ky.

653-2771

JULY 24 9 races daily
Sunday — On
41 at Twin B
Evansville, I •
Ky,
Post Time: 2
No Charge
Air-Conditi•

James C.
Opera
Dade Park J.
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HOSPITAL NEWS Eddie Lee Suiier
The following were patients Born In Martin
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ks

OBION COUNTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Union City, Tenn.

old
2354293

in the Fulton Hospitals on the
week of July 22:

Letters To Editor

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
July 9, 1970

Roy Lee Hayes. William
Sanders, Ella Mae Boaz, Earl
Robey, Ada Belle Counce,
Hazel Baird, Edna Yates;
South Fulton; Alice John, BesPayne,
sie ,Noffle, Ozelle
Adrian Workman, Sylvia Wilbur, T. E. Hancock, Evelyn man; Betty Sue Guill, Clinton,
Easley; Fulton: Dempsey Barber, Water Valley; Doris McKenzie, Victoria Stallins, HickFULTON HOSPITAL
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Parts For All
Electric Shavers At:

FAILING
THE TEST
IS THROWING
AWAY YOUR
DRIVING LICENSE
• FOR A FULL
6 MONTHS.

AND TUT'S A FACT

you
really can't
uk a driver
to han
another drink

Co.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

"SEEING IS BELIEVING" Dear Mr. Westpheling:
What can you do when too
Thank you for your expresmuch water "gets" your corn?
for my action
A lot of Obion County farm- sion of support
prevent widespread destrucers have returned to grain sor- to
University of KenMoon Zero Two
ghum. If you'd like additional tion on the
AND
information on production, dry- tucky Campus.
comof
thousands
the
Of
sorgrain
of
storage
ing, and
2,000 Years Later
ghum, you can get it on Thurs- munications I have received
day, July 23, at the Field Day, from all sections of the State,
SATURDAY, JULY 25
Mrs. Eva Clark, Mrs. Mary
which will be held at the Milan an overwhelming majority of
from the hospital in Detroit
DOUBLE FEATURE
Agriculture Field Station of the Kentuckians - including stuwhere she was convalesing. 13. Kirby, Mr. Robert Johnson.
STARTS AT DUSK
University of Tennessee. The dents - concur with your posiMay the days of her recovery Mr. W. W. Shelton, Mrs. Annie
time will be 8:30 a. m. until tion, which is most fratifying.
he speedy and she can soon be Barham, Mr. Raymond Pewitt,
Bloody Mama
So long as I am Governor, I
Mr. Burch Moon, Mrs. Dula
noon.
out again.
AND
my
out
carry
to
continue
shall
Maggie
PickerMcDade,
Mrs.
Grain sorghum will not be
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Goodpubour
keep
to
responsibility
Mrs.
Fairra
ing,
Jones,
Mrs.
Chastity
reby
the only crop covered
win, of Hazel Park. Michigan,
free of the parLela Boone, Mrs. Mary Nowsearch at the Station. Cotton, lic institutions
have been vacationing, and
effects of violence and
lin, Mr. Leon Grissom, Miss
Sun. - Mon. - July 26 - 27
soybeans, sunflowers, etc., will alyzing
made quite a tour. They were
of
support
the
and
disruptions,
Bert Golden, Mrs. Sally Johnalso be shown and discussed.
DOUBLE FEATURE
here with relatives in Martin,
as
such
citizens
responsible
and
son,
Debra
Bell
Mrs.
baby,
Weed control, always a costly
Tenn., and made a trip to Florto
are
they
if
vital
is
Glass War
yourself
Looking
Mr.
Arthur
Gwynn,
Sharon
part of production, will be one
ida and in Tullahoma, Tenn.,
remain free, rational communiMr. Otis
AND
of the features of the field day.
of Mr. and Mrs. Upton, Paul Phelps,
houseguests
ties.
Canter, Mrs. Dora Kibbler,
W. Brown. The Goodwin family
Then there are the insect
The Virgin Soldiers
I deeply appreciate your A PRIZE TO THE WINNER: "Mission Impossible", with Ellen French up, won the five were formerly from Dukedom, Fulton; Mrs. Mary Wagster,
pests that plague our crops:
Mr. William Webb, Mrs. Carome
writing
in
French
the
thoughtfulness
Miss
show,
ever.
acclaimed
greatest
horse
recent
Hickman's
at
class
open
gaited
welalways
are
and their visits
they will be on display, too,
Tues. - Wed. - July 28 - 29
lyn Crass, South Fulton: Mr.
for the delay in
comed by their friends and
with suggested means for their and apologize
receives her engraved silver tray from Miss Jan White.
DOUBLE FEATURE
Sic Starks, Mrs. Ludella Webb
replying.
relatives.
control. University of Tennesand baby, Mr. Grover Adams, Gregory Peck - Omar Sharif
Sincerely yours,
see Experiment Station and
mornearly
Saturday
left
I
Mrs. Ira Raines, Mrs. Virgined.
Extension representatives will
MacKennas Gold
ing for Tullahoma. Tenn.,
Campbell, Water Valley;
Louie B. Nunn
• GOOD SPRINGS • AUSTIN SPRINGS This area is very dry at the where I am the house-guest of ia
be there to explain the latest
AND
Mrs. Lovie Watson, Mrs. H. B.
Frisk!'
Carey
Mrs.
By
Westbrook
Hillman
Mrs.
information on all the leading
present time, and all crops and my children. Mr. and Mrs. Hubbard, Hickman; and Mr.
Governor
Shop
Model
The
crops of this area.
gardens are in dire need of Doyle Frields and Kerry. Joe Lynn Duke, Crutchfield.
4erMi.
The Reverend Bob Copeland rain. The hay crops will be We've been for a drive deep inThe Knob Creek Church of
Plan now to attend . . . time. The increase in protein
appointment very short unless a rain comes to the country, and found this
Thursday, July 23, from 8:30 equivalent and the saving of Christ begins a gospel meet- filled his regular
Baptist soon.
area extremely dry (today
a. m. until noon. Oh yes, and feed will benefit the cattleman ing, Sunday, July 26, running at the New Salem
at
Mr. Clarence Berryman re- Sunday). Kerry and I are havinvite a neighbor to attend, who is willing to follow recom- through August 2, with services Church this past Sunday
11:00 a. m. and also the eve- mains about the same at his ing fun at this writing. This 5
tool
mendations. Urea should be ad- each night at 8:00 and at 11:00
a. m. Sunday morning. On the ning service followed the home near here. He has been year old grandson likes his
ded to silage for Dairy cows.
Sunday all day services B. T. U. meeting. The attend- confined to his bed for several sling-shot, rides his bicycle,
THE LOCAL PEACHES
Feed grade urea should be last
held with dinner at ance was very good.
be
weeks, and all friends hope he plays ball and likes to water
will
are
peaches
grown
local
The
added at the rate of ten pounds
Mrs. Harrison Austin and will improve very soon.
flowers and the gardens.
an extra good buy this sum- per ton of corn green chap as noon.
Atlanta,
in
still
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afternoon
the
Games are always on the list.
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Singing
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imhave
We
news
mer and we have more peach- it is put in the silo. This will
again that night Georgia, where Mr. Austin is provement of Mrs. Cecil S.
See you next week with a
es available than in any other increase the protein equivalent church service
wish to at- under treatment and Mrs. Aus- Hall since she came home better news report.
county in Tennessee. If you of the silage by about 1.3 per- will be for all who
tin is having her teeth extractweek
the
for
speaker
The
tend.
have not put up peaches in cent assuming the green chop
Cairo,
your freezer or canned some, contains about 30 percent dry will be Jewell Norman,
minister is Dennis week.
not otherwise classified. Include tax from assessments on
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
you had better make a visit matter. Feed grade limestone Ill. Popular
Roy
is
0.00
$
Mrs. Eula Nelson was able
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
to one of the Obion County should also be added at the Crutchfield, song leader
domestic life insurance companies
atto
invited
are
You
to be at church at Good
peach orchards. Pick your own rate of ten pounds per ton of Vincent.
DIVISION OF FINANCE
19
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17,
16,
15,
14,
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0,
CODES
TOTAL
OF
D.
tend.
Springs yesterday after recent
is very popular. This way you corn green chop. Research has
Mr. Lewis Cole has been hospitalization and surgery.
$213,634.01
can pick your own, take them shown that cattle gain more
hand
injured
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Herbert Nelson was along takhome and process the peaches efficiently on urea treated corn nursing
$6500.00
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ing care of
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FOR SCHOOL YEAR 1970-71
Exonerations (estimated)
wood on it, breaking some
Thomas Bruce entered the
if you don't want to get hot
Urea should be used in silFULTON CITY (IND.) 038-186 School District, County of
Delinquencies (estimated)
picking the peaches or get the ages only by the cattlemen bones.
Baptist Hospital at Memphis
fuzz on you - for an extra price who will be careful to properly
$4200 00
Mrs. Stella Wright of Dres- yesterday for a period of tests. FULTON.
Discounts (estimated)
the peach growers will pick the use the materials. The safest den has been visiting her fam- He has not been up to par re- TO THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION
03.00
TOTAL
DEDUCTIONS
E.
Paul and Lolita
peaches for you.
use is in upright silos and es- ily Mr. and Mrs. Hillman cently, Sue,
FRANKFORT, KENTUCKY
$V1 $11S:70 TAX
F. ESTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM PREVIOUS
pecially where silo unloaders Westbrook this past week. Mr. carried him down there.
In compliance with the law and the regulations of the
SILAGE - CUT BEEF COSTSRevival services begin at
DELINQUENCIES (CODE 12) AND REVENUE IN
and auger-feeders are used. and Mrs. Bunis Westbrook,
July 26 State Board of Education, we, the Board of Education of the
USE UREA AND LIMESTONE
4000.00
There is more chance of error Mayfield, Ky. joined the fam- Good Springs Sunday,
LIEU OF TAXES (CODE 13) (include municipal
IN CORN SILAGE
and continue through the 31st above-named school district hereby submit to you for approval
in horizontal silos; but even ily on Tuesday.
$
plant board)
at
night
each
services
with
Beef producers should plan here with proper handling the
Alexpendithe
estimated
our General School Budget showing
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Ordway of
G. TOTAL ESTIMATED INCOME FROM DISnow to add urea and limestone results will be rewarding.
ford were in Chicago last week 7:45. Rev. Wendell
receipts, the rate of levy specified by this
Bradford is the guest minister tures, the estimated
$205,934.01
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niece
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the
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certification
County
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and
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board,
and Rev. Oren Stover,
ding the materials is first to Mr. Alfords.
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS FROM ALL SOURCES
Everyone is invited. Monday for the succeeding school year July 1, 1970 to June 30, 1971.
weigh several loads of silage
Sympathy is extended to
OTHER THAN DISTRICT TAXATION
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EL.LIS PARK RACES to get a good estimate of load James King and others of the night has been designated
4 months for all
/
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39- DAY SUMMER MEETING
at which time effort will be
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the correct amount of mater- last week.
districts
made to get all the children
14 months for all high schools
9,
JULY 24 - SEPT. 7, INC.
ials over each load. DistribuMrs. Gert Ford and Mrs. back to bring the special music
31 Interest from investments and temporary
EXPENDITURES
ESTIMATED
9 races daily - no racing on tion is accomplished in the silo Ophelia Wyatt of Mayfield for the service. Brother Stover
0.00
$
deposits
Code
when forage is either blown
Sunday - On U. S. Highway into the upright silo or spread spent the day last Thursday has promised to have a magic
0.00
$
32 Rental of school facilities
$ 24,950.00
with Mrs. Grace Armstrong trick for them. Rides will be 111-155-ADMINISTRATION
41 at Twin Bridges - Between and packed in the trench.
0.00
5
$247,205.00
and Jimmie.
33 Non-public school transportation
211-269-INSTRUCTIO8'
furnished if necessary.
Evansville, Ind. A Henderson,
Guidelines should be follow$ 6,260.00
0.00
Almon McGuire had a car
$
111-353-ATTENDANCE SERVICES
34 Student fees
ed
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feeding
Ky.
100.00
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$
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35 All other revenue receipts
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No one was hurt and damage
Trenton.
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TICKETS NOW!
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NICE EVENING!

Nine-hunui eu persons enjoyed the barbecue supper sponsored by the Twin Cities Youth,
at the City Park,
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Suitor Inc. July 16,
and afterwards enjoyed the
are the proud parents of an ball games.
eight pound son, Eddie I ee
Their son was born July 17,
1970 at the Volunteer General
Hospital in Martin, Tennessee.
Grandparents are Mr. and Between Martin 8. Union CRY
Mrs. Brooks Oliver of Fulton
Thurs. - Fri. - July 23-24
and Mr. and Mrs. Leon Suiter
of Martin. Tennessee.
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT DUSK

KENTUCKY STATE FAIR
AUG. 20-29

Sixty - Two Area Teachers
Enrolled In MSU Workshop

GIANT

Sixty-two teachers from Fulton and HickIlan counties are enrolled in a federally-sponsorxi six-week workshop at Murray State University June 15-July 24 that emphasizes a re-exam iiation of teacher attitudes toward students.
Dr. Jerome C. Hainsworth, associate profes;or of education and project coordinator, said the
.vorkshop is an exploration of the capability of
:hild with limited background to conceptualize
ind verbalize on a level with a child of a wider
mckground.
Sponsored by a federal grant under Title I,
he workshop is being conducted by the School
)f Education at Murray State for school districts
n Fulton and Hickman counties.
According to Hainsworth,
larticipants have also examin•d the idea of "student failure"
.ind shifted the emphasis to
:apability.
"We are trying to take the
'ear of failure away from chillren by allowing students to
lave programs that are chalenging, yet within their abiliy," he noted.
He said the ability to build
:oncepts is based on a child's
.xperiences with external re:erences, adding that good
,udio-visual material is essenti1 to help concept formation in
hildren of limited background.
Among the other faculty
nembers from Murray State
vho have been involved in
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working with workshop participants are
Dr. Franklin
Fitch, who has directed audiovisual workshop sessions, and
Dr. Robert Alsup and Dr.
Yancey Watkins, who have
Art
given the teachers new skills
TEACHERS IN MURRAY WORKSHOP — Two
in identifying and working with
students' reading development. Mrs. Betty Harrison (left) and Mrs. Pat Steele
Title I coordinators helping workshop at Murray State University. They
in the development of the cuiar—an instrument to measure eye movem
workshop are Mrs. Barbara ton and Hickman counties are enrolled in the
Amberg of the Hickman County
school district and Mrs. Julia 24. Dr. Jerome C. Hainsworth, associate profes
Davis of the Fulton County ject coordinator. Conducted by the School of
school district.

NOTEBOOK—
(Continued From Page One)
and R. Paul and Linda were just about as
broke. No problem I thought, I had BankAmericard and Master Charge credit cards.
Only one small matter here, the store had
their own credit cards, wouldn't honor ours,
and what's more wouldn't cash a check for
anyone living more than 200 miles away
from Clarksville.
Remember now,I'm in Indiana and it's
Sunday.
The thought passed my mind of the
chore it would be to take those items back to
the shelves in that cavernous store. So, I decided to ask for the head-knocker, the store
manager.
The gent was introduced as Joe Brown.
He looked at my credit cards, my driver's license, my purchases (grandmother's stuff)
and then asked where Fulton was. I complied with his request.
While he was giving me the third degree
I told them we owned three newspapers in
Fulton County. He asked me to name them.
I said: "The Fulton News, The Fulton Shopper and the Hickman Courier."
Then he looked at me with amusement
and said: "Hi Jo, how's everything in Fulton? Do you like owning the Hickman Courier?"
All of us nearly flipped. Joe Brown
knew who I was when I went into his office,
but he probably wanted to impress upon me
to be a little more careful about having a
reasonable amount of cash when I went into
a strange store in a strange state.
Joe Brown is a brother of R. A. Brown
of Fulton. Joe lived here for a long time,
but hasn't actually lived here in about 20
years. He remembers when we bought the
News, the Radio Station and read in the
Courier-Journal about us buying the Courier. Once in awhile some of his folks send
him a copy of the News.
He also new that R. Paul was with
WKLO and they both decided to see each
other, which is fine.
Is it a small world? Like a phone booth,
almost.
One more thing about my Louisville
trip. I was watching television Saturday
night and happened to turn on the Louisville
station that was carrying the Miss Indiana
pageant.
You can imagine my shock when I saw
our own Debbie May in the 15 finalists, the
five finalists and then the queen of them all,
Miss Indiana. Now, Debbie will be going on
to the Miss America Pageant, and to the top
title of all Miss America.
If she should win the top prize in Atlantic City, it will be a great time in the old
town if the new Miss America, Debbie May,
could come to relinquish her crown as the
International Banana Festival princess.
What made me nearly climb out of my
tree while watching the broadcast was when
the announcer asked her what was her most
exciting experience in life.
Said she: "Being the International Banana Festival Princess at Fulton, Ky., and
my trip to Ecuador, etc. etc." She was
gr-e-e-e-e-a-a-a-a-t.
Her Dad Hollis, called me up at about
two a. m. in Louisville Sunday to talk about
that gal of his. And she is certainly a wonderful conversation item.

teachers in the Fulton City school system —
are shown at a federally-sponsored six-week
are engaged in an exercise on the telebinoents in reading. Sixty-two teachers from Futworkshop, which began June 15 and ends July
sor of education at Murray State, is the pro.
Education at Murray State,
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(Continued From Page One)
will be maintained at the correct degree, and that the circulation of liquid and movement of the wood chips will
proceed steadily. The pulp mill.
he noted, is a 24-hour around
the clock operation, seven days
a week. Other production operations at the mill are also on a
24-hour schedule.
The actual heart of the pulp
mill facility, Mr. Schaefer continued, is the Kamyr continuous digester. This unit processes both hardwood and pine
chips at different times on a
continuous basis. After the
pulp has been produced and
washed, it is bleached white in
five stages to a high level of
brightness.
The Kamvr digester, Mr.
Schaefer said, is vastly more
efficient than the batch-type
digester used in most older
pulp mill operations.
In a digester, he said, the
wood chips are "cooked" under pressure with a chemical
solution in order to separate
the wood cellulose fibers from
the cement-like lignin. The
older system cooked, and released under pressure, one
batch at a time, while the
Kamyr system processes the
pulp on a continuous basis.
In addition to being a more
efficient unit, the continuous

digester also helps to considerably reduce the "cooking cabbage" odor which is characteristic of kraft-type pulp mills.
While the new digester, together with a black liquor
oxidation system and a waste
gas incinerator, work to reduce
the overall odor levels, he noted, there is no known system on
the market today which can
completely eliminate this
harmless but objectionable element.
When the pulping operation
reaches full capacity, Mr.
Schaefer said, it will require
approximately 2,600 tons of
either hardwood or pine each
day. The mill has been building a large inventory of this
material in its woodyard since
last summer.
Mr. Schaefer also noted that
the employment level in his
department consists of 68 persons of the total 350 to be employed at the mill.
Construction at the Westvaco
facility was started in the late
summer of 1967.

CLASSIFIED ADS
LOST or strayed from Hickman - three black-white faced
yearling calves. Notify Carl
Mikel Phone 236-2734.

Complete Roof
Planned Protection
See us for - - Your insurance Needs

RICE AGENCY
Fulton 472-1341

S.P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1864
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum

NEW APPOINTMENT
William H. Nance of Martin, Ten., has been appointed
to the administrative staff of
Lambuth College, becoming
assistant to the President for
Estate Planning.

—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern and
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting

ONE MILLION DOLLARS
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The Management of the Jackson Purchase Production Credit Association announces that One Million
Dollars in additional loan funds have been made available to Fulton County Farmers for the next year —
August 1970 to August 1971.
These Additional loan funds will be available to all farmers, whether or not they have ever had a PCA
loan. They will be available for all purposes that the PCA system lends for. This one million dollars is in
addition to the money already being made available to farmers in this county through PCA.

Complele g
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All Shot
Shells
The Case
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PCA LOANS
Can be made for any of
THESE PURPOSES

Ful
To finance part-time farmers on a basis
that will raise the farm portion of their
Income.

Buy equipment — erect farm buildings
— buy land — buy breeding and stocker cattle and hogs. Modernize and
Build Dairy operations.

2
3

Build hog farrowing, nursing and finishing facilities.

To convert a cropping operation on hill
or rolling land back to a cattle operation which may mean land treatment.
new fences, wells, ponds and barns as
well as cattle.

5
6

Sweatei
Blanket
To finance young farmers AS THEY
BUILD A PROFITABLE FARM
BUS/NESS.

For farm grain storage — update farm
water systems, build farm houses —
finance custom operators who furnish
services to farmers.
This ADDITIONAL credit being available may mean that ALL farmers in
this area need to analyze their farming
operations and see if there is a need for
additional borrowed capital. Borrowed
capital, with good management,can be
used profitably. (It takes money to
make money!)
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These days, the economic climate has as much to
do with farm productivity and profitability as the
rain and the sun you can't control.

No

But you can control your economic climate,
especially with help from your local PCA man.
"Economic" isn't just a two.dollar word for
money. It implies the application of sound princiOm to maks your farm produce the kind of living
conditions you and your family einarid enjoy.
That's where we figure in. We land money to
farmers who consider It a working tool that will
produce • needed benefit. Because we're farmer.
owned and farmer-operated, and because we're
businessmen with more than 35 years' experience
in making money work on farms, we can provide
the unique kind of help to Improve your farm's
economic climate.
Not just the dollars, but the know-how to
mak* them work hard; the understanding of your
problems to gear repayment to your farm's capability to produce. Let's talk about

jus

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
— For Information on all types of loans — See or Call
JOHN P. WILSON, Fulion County Mgr. Hickman, Ky.
PHONE 236-2506
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MARION, Ky. - The annual
summer meeting for supervisors
of Area I Soil Conservation District was held on the George
McKinney f arm in Crittenden
County. McKinney received the
Tom Wallace Forestry Improvement Award in 1969.
Sixty persons attended from
Ballar d, Caldwell, Calloway,
Carlisle, Christian, Crittenden,
Fulton, Grave s, Livingston,

WE BUY, SELL,

TRADE
both new and used Shot:
Guns, Rifles, Pistols.

In

it

Complete gunsmith service:
we clean and repair any

Lyon, McCracken, Marshall and
Trigg counties. John Ray,
Graves County, is president.
McKinney conducted the tour
on his tree farm. He produces
pine trees, post, pulpwood and
saw timber.
"The forestry business can be
profitable," said McKinney. "I
bought this farm a few years
ago for $40 per acre. I have produced $4,000 per acre on my
Christmas tree5."
McKinney said Christmas trees
must be pruned correctly and
at the right time. "Last year I
had two men to work for me for
two days of pruning. I thought
I had taught them the correct
way to prune. In these two days,
they did $2,000 damage to my
trees by incorrect pruning."
The group concluded the meeting at Lake George where lunch
was served.

Multiple
Births

gun made.

Al) Shotgun & Rifle
Shells Wholesale, By
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fader
Upstairs
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LONDON
- England
and Wales had 8,783 multiple
births in 1968-including one set
of sextuplets and one of quadruplets.
Only two of the sextuplets,
two boys, were born alive, but
all four of the quadruplet girls
were born alive.
Of the total multiple births,
8,697 were twins and 84 triplets.

JULY SPECIAL
weaters

49c
89c

Blankets

Yr

Blocked and Moth Proofed. Any size
r style or weight-Sweaters or Blankets. No
limit on Number.
Cleaned,

0. K. PARISIAN
Laundry And Cleaners
218 E. State Line

Phone 472-1700

Broadway Auction House, Inc.
201 Broadway South Fulton, Tenn.

-Consignments-

SALE EVERY SAT.
Night At 8: P. M.
TELEPHONE 479-2520
Now operated by Johnny Wilson

MUSEUM BOUND-Jubie Henderson, Fulton
artist who for years has not only painted
pictures of birds but has carved miniature
birds from wood, has donated four prints
to the Obion County Museum. His bird

prints, along with a number of carvings, will
be displayed at the museum during the
Obton county Fair. Mr. Henderson, restricted to his bed for years, was the subject
of a TenneScene story several months ago.

State's Real Tourism
Test To Come In '74
The real test of Kentucky's
tourist trade will come with
"Festival Kentucky '74," Kenneth F. Harper, Kentucky commissioner of Public Information,
told Paducah Rotary Club members Wednesday afternoon.
Harper said the state will
celebrate the 200th anniversary
of the founding of Harrodsburg,
the first town west of the Alleghenies, and the 100th running
of the Kentucky Derby in 1974.
"We hope 1974 will be a season of action from border to
border, for tourists and Kentuckians alike," Harper said.
"Festival Kentucky "/4" will
be the theme for the year-long
promotion of Kentucky's tourism industry.
"This festival is made to order
for the Paducah area," Harper
said, noting the success of the

Makeshift Mint
BLOEMFONTEIN, South Africa k
- Police worked diligently for:four months to put a
gang of coin counterfeiters behind bars only to discover the
culprits already were in the local jail. Prisoners had organ.
ized a makeshift mint with
primitive equipment to make
50-cent coins.

5 Governors Buried
Under Old Live Oak
COLUMBIA, S.C.-Beneath a
majestic old live oak in Trinity
Episcopal Cemetery at Columbia are buried five South Carolina governors, three Confederate generals and Henry Timrod,
poet laureate of the Confederacy.

Just Arrived' A special purchase
Directfrom the Mill!

Australia Has
,62,500 Factories

CANBERRA-Australia is well
along in its transition from an
agricultural to an industrial naPaducah Summer Festival last
More than 62,500 factories
weekend.
are producing goods worth over
The idea for the festival came $8.3 billion a year.
from private enterprise, Harper
said. The Kentucky Travel Council, a division of the Chamber
of Commerce, first suggested it,
he noted.
"The 1970 general assembly
provided the vehicle for this
celebration," Harper said.
Harper referred to Senate Bill
283, which established the Kentucky Historical Events Commission, which will plan the
1974 celebration and the state's
participation in the 1976 national bicentennial celebration.
Harper noted that two Paducabana were appointed by Governor Louie B. Nunn in June to
serve on the commission. They
are Mrs. Leo Keller and Fred
Paxton.
The commmission members
will begin their work with a
three-part feasibility study by
economic research associates as
their guide, Harper said.
Harper said the Lake BarkleyKentucky Lake region has been
suggested as the location for a
summer-long "Festival of
Lakes" in 1974 He urged private
businessmen to "begin planning
today" for the festival in order
to make it a success.
"The state is participating In
the festival, but it is largely a
private enterprise project," Harsaid.
per
Henoted that tourism is a $510
million industry In Kentucky and
provides tax money for hospitals, schools, roads and child
welfare services throughout the
state.
Harper, a native of Covington,
served as assistant commissioner of the Department of Child
Welfare from May, 1968 until
January 9, 1970, when he was
appointed to his present post.

Dr. Harry Sparks, president
of Murray State University,
called Wednesday for "meaningful involvement" of students
in today's colleges and universities.
He spoke at a meeting of the
Paducah Rotary Club.
"Education is a continuous
thing and education is achieved
through experience," Dr. Sparks
said.
Student involvement and activism are important to students.
he said. Dr. Sparks pointed out
Murray State University's recent
Earth Day activities as an example of utilizing students in a
worthwhile endeavor. He said
the purpose of Earth Day was to
involve students from all academicdisciplines,notjust
science and agriculture students
only.
Dr. Sparks said today's students are more aware of history
and also the best-informed generation of students, but they
have had less experience in decision-making than any other
group.
Education, he said, as preparation is not a sound educational
philosphy; education must be
poncerned with the present. As
an example, Dr. Sparks said he
taught history backgrounds, that
.s, he started with current his:ory and proceeded from that
point to the beginning of ancient
nstory.
Vocational education is using
4fectively the problem-solving
echnique in teaching, Dr.Sparks
aid. He added it would be wise
or other academic areas to
idopt this tame teaching techiique. Dr. Sparks emphasized
he importance of relating past
•xperiences in a meaningful way
is a learning technique. He inlicated language study as an
Pxample of using learning as a
neaningful experience.
There needs to be a move to
:imperative or a program in
vhich a student studies and
corks at the same time, Dr.
;parks said.

Government In Move
To Aid Area Farmers
Seven West Tennessee counties, ineluding Ohba), and Fulton
County, Ky., ha ve been designated
by the U. S. Department of Agriculture as eligible for emergency
loans to farmers as a result
of severe rainfall last
month.
The action was revealed this
morning in Washington to sen.
Howard H. Baker and U.S. Rep,
EA Jones whose offices issued a
joint statement telephoned to The
Messenger.
In addition to Obion and Fulton
counties, the announcement by
Secretary of Agriculture Clifford
Hardin includes the counties of
Weakley, Lade, oyer, Gibson and
Lauderdale.
Senator Baker and Representative Jones also asked Secretary
Hardin to take a look at Tipton,
Carroll, McNairy and Shelby
counties which also suffered severe crop damage but nodectsion
regarding these counties has been
announced.
Back on June 27 Senator Baker
and Representative Jones asked
Secretary Hardin to declare
a state of emergency in the West
Tennessee counties, pointing out
that damage to crops due to the
excessive rainfall had been estimated at more than $14.5 million.
They also said an early survey
showed that an estimated 24,100
acres of cotton were destroyed,
along with 32,500 acres of corn,
113,000 acres of soybeans and
4,600 acres of wheat. These
figures later were expanded considerably as reports from the
various counties were updated.
As a result of thedisaster area
designation, the Farmers Home
Administration will made low-

to
available
interest loans
farmers whohave suffered losses
from this natural disaster and
who are unable to obtain credit
from other sources.
wnnadefoessen
aorBkerexpl:inedt
htla
lfr
:
7
Representative Jones and

operating and living expenses and
to repair real estate damage.
Lass, however, will not be available to refinance secured debts
but they may include funds topay
not inure than one year's interest
.n debts secured by essential
real estate and equipment. The
its also may include money..
to pay reasonable amounts to
other creditors for depreciation
farm equipment under prior

Farms Take Half
Of Nation's Land
WASHINGTON-Our 30 states
have a total area of nearly 2.3
billion acres, with about half of
this taken up by farms. Forests
and rangeland take about a
third, and parks and wastelands.
such as the Western deserts,
about a sixth. The rest, only
about 55 million acres, or a
mere 4 tier cent, is used for
cities, towns, roads and airports.

Car Life Doubles
WASHINGTON-In the last 30
years the life expectancy of an
automobile has nearly doubled
-to 70,000 miles without a major overhaul.

Barbecue

R YowtdbAUZiCe

s\ Take Home/

a
can us

479-9082

DELICIOUS
AMA/WV%

FISH SANDWICH

Our Lounge Room Opens At 5:00 P. M.

Sunday Open 5 p. m.To Sp. m.479-9062

THIS WEEKatWADES
APPLIANCES

DINETTES

GE Refrigerator
$179.95 Maple Chairs
GE Portable TV
___ $ 88.88 Maple Tables _ _
Eureka Vacuum Cleaner _ _ _ _ $ 34.97 5-Pc. Bronetone
Magic Chef Electric Range _ _ $159.95

CARPETS

Heavy Shag
Commercial
Nylon
Acrilan Plush
Remnant Rugs

_ _ $16.00
$57.00
$42.50

METAL CABINETS

$4.95 Sq. Yd. 36 Inch China
$4.95 Sq. Yd. Metal Wardrobe
$3.99 Sq. Yd. 24" Wall Cabinet
$5.50 Sq. Yd. 24" Utility _
12 Price

$35.00
$34.00
$19.00
$18.95

BED ROOM

LIVING ROOM

3-Pc. Modern
2-Pc. French Provincial _ _ _ _ _ $158.88 3-Pc. Maple
2-Pc. Vynal
$ 88.88 3-Pc. Oak
Vynal Hide-A-Bed
$159.95 Odd Chests

_ $115.00
$195.00
$175.00
$ 18.88

OIL BASE

FALL BONDED WOOLS
AND ACRILYCS
$2•99 YD.
Reg. $5.99
Retail

BEN,FRAN KL.I N
404 Lake Street
FULTON, KENTUCKY

45t

Fried Chicken - Pizza - Potato Salad

BARN PAINT
Red or Green

$2.99 gallon
White Latex House

EIf

Your NOT SHOPPING WADES - You Should Be
Instant Credit-Free Delivery-Low Prices/

PAINT
$2.99 gallon
Railroad Salvage
Company
Lake I.. - Fulton, Ky.

Phone

472-1501

112 Lake

Fulton, Ky.
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Drainage Work
Given Boost
West Tennessee's fight against
a lawsuit designed to halt drainage and flood control work on the
Oblon and Forked Deer Rivers
received a heartening boost Monday afternoon when the U. S.
Justice Department announced it
would intervene in behalf of the
drainage work.
Assistant U. S. Attorney Fred
D. Thompson said the Justice
Department will file a mation
in U. S. District Court in Nashville seeking the dismissal of the
lawsuit filed by four Nashville
sportsmen earlier this year.
Mr. Thompson said tho government will content the U. S.
Corps of Engineers has substantially complied with the 1970
National Environmental Policy
Act under which the suit was
filed "without going into the merits of whether the project should
— have been or not."
The Nashville sportsmen arcmembers of two private hunting
clubs in Obion County and the suit
charges the drainage work already has damaged a large area
of the wildlife habitat in Northwest Tennessee and when completed could destroy thousands
of acres of natural environment
HELLA
for waterfowl and other wildlife.
However, following-disastrous
BELLES
"
floods last month which did an
estimated $7 million in damage
COLOR
to crops in this area, the City
of Union City announced plans
AMR
JOCtill
to seek to intervene in the lawsuit in an effort to permit the
drainage work to continue.
Meantime, however, the Engineers were ordered to cease
all work on the project pending
a July 29 hearing by U. S. District Judge Frank Gray Jr.
Additionally, more than 100
farmers and landowners met last
week at Trenton and voted to
retain an attorney to fight the
lawsuit, contending it is vital
that the flood control project
be continued.
"Wildlife habitat is important
but it does not take precedence
over human habitat," the farmers and landowners said in a
statement.
"We certainly do not feel that
we ought to have our crops deetroyed by floods, our timber
killed, our livestock subjected
to disease and drowning and our
roads blocked and washed away
so that a group of affluent sportsmen can shoot a maximum of four
ducks
a day for a few days In a
Technicolor'
Panaos
year."

MURRAY, Ky.,
store for business.
Over $5,000 worth of merchan- A skylight in the roof of the
dise was taken from a men's building had been cut through
clothing store in downtown Mur- which the thieves gained enray Thursday night.
trance. A pipe had been placed
Thieves apparently entered across the opening to which a
Graham-Jackson, on the square rope was tied.
in Murray, escaping with $5,000 The thieves apparently lowerworth of suits, shirts, and ed themselves into the store on
slacks, sometime late Thursday the rope, and made their getor early Friday.
away through a back door. SevThe Masonic Hall, located on eral suits, miscellaneous cloththe second floor of the Wallis ing and a suitcase, were piled
Drugstore building, adjacent to near the door.
Graham-Jackson, was also en- A spokesman for Grahamtered, but nothing was reported Jackson estimate that 100 suits
missing.
were taken in the break-in,
A city official said the break- Window panes were broken in
in was discovered Friday morn- the Masonic Hall, but apparenting when personnel opened the ly nothing was stolen.

CHARLES
'PRETTY BOY'
FLOYD
HAD NO
MINOR
VICES'

fir SLATE

ROARKE

LANE
sun.. Mon.. Tues., Wed

CO -HIT

JAMES DEBBIE MAURICE
GARNER REYNOLDS RONET
HOW SWEET IT IS'

FOR ANY CAR ON OUR LOT!
1969 FORD XL 2-door hardtop, air and power: maroon and white; a local car.
1968 FORD F-100 Pick-up, extra clean, 20,000 miles.
1S67 GALAXIE 500 2-door Hardtop, full
power & air, dark green, white vinyl
roof, local one owner.
1966 FORD LTD, 4-door hardtop, power and
factory air, white with turquoise interior, local, one owner.
1966 VOLKSWAGEN,a nice clean car.
1965 FORD 10-passenger country sedan, one
owner, Fulton car; power and air.
1965 PLYMOUTH Fury III, power and air.
1965 (2) GALAXIE 500 2-door hardtops.
Both white, one red interior, and one
blue interior. Extra clean local cars.
1963 (2) F-85 OLDSMOBILE sedans.
1963 OLDSMOBILE, Clean local car, sky
blue, factory air, full power.
1963 (2) CHEVROLET Impala 2-door hardtops.
SEE: Grady or Gaylon Varden, Cloyce Veatch,
Dee Ferguson or Glenn Starks!

Varden Ford Sales

Middle Road

Fulton

472-1621

FULTON
LEE .V
R N
CLINT EASTWOOD
JEAN SEBERG
PAINTIOUR WAGON
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Murray Clothing Firm
Is Target Of Thieves

NEARS COMPLETION- Nearingcompletion
at the University of Tennessee at Martin is
the $2 million
Fine Arts Building. The
two-story, air-conditioned
facility
contains 48,000 square feet of floor
space
andwill house the departments of music,
drama and art. One of its main features is

"I never knew a man whoknew
his people better or loved his
people more," Governor Ellington told a large crowd which
gathered Friday afternoon for the
dedication of Ellington-Everett
',die near Woodland Mills.
The governor was referring to
the late Rep. Robert A. 'Fats'
Everett who with Gov. Ellington

Miss Champion

Completes Her
Wedding Plans

a modern stage— adaptable to both proscenium and theater-1n-the-round— and one
of the largest auditoriums in West Tennessee. A central gallery will serve as a
foyer for the theater and as a display area
for art exhibits.

helped .to initiate the ReelfootIndian Creek Watershed program
more than 10 years ago Ins meeting at Walnut Log.
Many local, state and federal
officers and officials were on
hand for the dedication of the first
of 15 watershed structures which
are to be constructed to reduce
siltation damage tohistoric Reelfoot Lake.
The governor and Mrs. Lelia
Everett, mother of the late Rep.
Everett, unveiled the bronze
plaque naming the inpoundment
Ellington-Everett Lake.
Also on hand was Congressman
Ea Jones who ortefry addressed
the gathering. Rep. Jones said
until Rep. Everett was elected
to Congress there was no apparent cure for the siltation condition which was threatening Reelfoot Lake. He said it was Rep.
Everett and Gov. Ellington who
first saw that something could be
done and then organized the citizens to get it done.
In his brief talk Gov. Ellington lauded Rep. Everett for his
work in Congress.
Then he asked,'
,Which Is the
most important -- the man or the
man's accomplishments?
"The important man goesafter
the important protects and accomplishes things that are important to his community.
'We are here because that was
the kind of leader 'Fats' was."

FULTON, Ky., July 17-Miss
Janie Champion, bride-elect ol
William T. Craddock, has completed her wedding plans.
The double-ring ceremony will
be solemnized at Union Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
The Rev. James C. Moreland
will perform the ceremony.
Nuptial music will be presented by Miss Julie Powell, pianist,
Miss Cathy Hyland, organist
and Miss Patti Hixson, vocalist.
Miss Champion has chosen her
sister, Miss Robbie Champion,
to serve as maid of honor.
Bridesmaids will be Miss CharI.ine Meyer, Miss Beverly Bennett, Miss Carla Campbell and
Miss Pam Adkins. Junior brides- the governor said.
He then recalled when he and
maid will be Miss Tammy Mans''Fats" were living In the Herfield.
Miss Karen Jill May, cousin
of the bride, will be the flower
girl, and Andy Lucy will be the
ringbearer.
Mr. Craddock has chosen Pete
Friedrich to serve as best man.
James Allen Abernathy, Drag
Yarbro, Mark Phipps, Mike Major and Tommy Ballard will be.
groomsmen.
The guest register will be kept
by Miss Jane Thompson.
Immediately following the
ceremony, a reception will be
held in the social room of Union
Church. Serving will be Mrs.
Paula Moss, Mrs. Patsy Mansfield and Miss Peggy Clements.
All friends and relatives of the
couple are invited to attend both
the wedding and the reception.

DEAR MRS. WHITE: Al
my lovely Spandex garments
are turning yellow. What can
do to restore them? MRS. N. S
DEAR MRS. N. S.: To re
store Spandex 1111 basin with
very hot water.
Add ¼ cup liquid dishwashing
detergent,three
fourths cup
NON-chlorine
bleach, and i/2
cup
Super
Cleaner. Immerse garments, allow to
stand 1/2 hour. Squeeze through
solution and launder by hand.
Rinse thoroughly; roll in towel
to remove excess water. If
dried out of doors, NEVER
DRY IN SUN. Repeat this procedure until whiteness returns.
DEAR VIRGINIA WHITE:
A few months ago I replenished my linen supply with new
towels and bedding. After only
a few washings, they have
turned rather dingy - looking.
What can I do? BAFFLED.
DEAR BAFFLED: The problem you describe is due to detergent residue left in the
clothes from previous washings. To remove this build-up
put freshly laundered clothes
in washing machine. Fill washer with water, add 1 cup
Miracle White Powerizer Super Cleaner, DO NOT ADD
DETERGENT. Run through
cycle. Suds that appear are the
result of detergent and dirt
which remained in the clothing. For future washings use
50% less detergent and /
1
4 cut)
Super Cleaner.
SPECIAL TIP: To make
Ironing smoother and easier
put a sheet of aluminum foil
between the pad and cover.

Test Chamber Largest
SANDUSKY, Ohio-The largest vacuum chamber ever built,
measuring 100 feet wide by 120
feet to the top of its dome, with
an Interior volume of 800,000
cubic feet, tests space equipment here.
The chamber is designed to
test advanced propulsion and
electric power generating equipment. During a test, vacuums
equivalent to atmosphere conditions from 100 to 300 miles
above the earth and temperatures ranging from minus 300
degrees Fahrenheit to plus 180
degrees can be Created.

4

SUM
MONI
FRIDi

No Children
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
- Children from 4 to
12 are barred from seeing a revival of "Gone with the Wind"
at Speedy's Drive-1n.

Industrial
Projects

NEW DELHI, India
Indian Industrial projects have
been established in some foreign countries, bringing in an
mitage Hotel In Nashville years estimated fl million a year in
foreign currencies, according to
ago.
"We would go to coffee early official figures. The Industries
In the morning and 'Fats' would include textiles and light
engiwalk right down the streets of neering in
Ethiopia, Kenya,
Nashville and call hogs. He was
Nigeria, Libya, Ceylon and Maa Jovial man, full of fun.
laysia.

Was your son or daughter born in 1950 or
1951? If so, do you know they are not now
covered by your group hospitalization insurance policy? A hint from your Prudential
Agent, Tommy Scearce, 472-2562.

ANNOUNCING!
—Tony's Pizza Also Now Serving —
CHAR-BROILED STEAKS
RIB - EYE

$1.79

SIRLOIN

$1.69

$1.29
All Steaks Served
with baked potato
or French Fries,
Salad, French Bread

OPEN 11: A. M. TO 1:00 A. M.

TONY'S PIZZA PALACE
AND STEAK HOUSE
Lovelace Street, Martin, Tenn. - Just Off UTM Campus
Carry - Oui Orders! Call 587-6331

AIRSAW
CONDITIONERS
17,000 BTU
$249.95
Kelvinalor
24,000 BTU
Kelvinator $389.95
33,000 BTU'
$549.95
Kelvinaior
(BIGGEST WINDOW UNIT MADE)
CLOSEOUT PRICES ON NEW
MOTOROLA TELEVISIONS!
QUASAR II Color . .
$525.00
REG.$629.00 — FULLY WARRANTED

QUASAR II Color . . . . $445.00
$499.95 PORTABLE - STAND INCLUDED

REG. $210 Black and White(Walnut Cabinet)
REG. $239.95 Black and White (Early American

$1130.00

$195.00

NORTH AMERICAN HEATING Ik AIR CONDONING
479-2551
429 E. State Line
MARY AND GENE OWENS
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I SUNDAY
9 am. - 7 pm;
MONDAY Thru THURSDAY 8 am.- 8 pm.
FRIDAY,SATURDAY
8 am.-9 pm;
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— Chicken Parts —

ROAST

Bread-

20-oz. ROUND TOP

25c

Lb. 59c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 59c
Lb. 29c
Lb. 15c

BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
WINGS
& NECKS
Fresh
LIVER Lb. 89c

5
1
2 35 FR A Nks
490
s
LS
EL
PIE
ipi-K°Gz.CUTLETS L..
m
PICKLES 49t COFFEE
POT A TOES 3
59
LICK Ro ,
9
PUNCH :
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4
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TISSUE
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39t
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LEMONS
YELLOW
SOLIDS
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LBS. VI

24-ox. PULLMAN LOAF

31c

Hamburger or Coney Buns pkg. of 8

29c

Brown & Serve ROLLS

25c

pkg of 12

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\N\\\\\\\\\\\\\
NNNNNN \...............\\\\\\\\\N\,,,,,,,,,

ROLLED RUMP

SIRLOIN TIP

LB. $1.09

LB. $1.09

‘,N\N
,,,,,\\\\\N\,,,,,,,,,,

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\N,,,,,,,,,

N\\N

Fresh
GIZZARDS Lb. 39c

00000000Mgt

N\\N

PKG. OF

12-oz.
pkg.

ARMOUR SKINLESS

$1139

100Z.

T.

ORTONS

Pork

OLD JUDGE INST.

HOLIDAY SWEET
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TWIN PET

HAWIIAN RED
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MORTON

COCONUT
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MAXWELL HOUSE
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MISS LIBERTY
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SLICED RINDLESS

CHIEF

LILY
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DEL MONTE

TALL
CAN

\\\\N

ALL REG.
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PLUS DEP.

2 LBS. OR
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GOLDEN RIPE

6 Bottle
Cartons

LBI

in 90 WINESAP EXTRA

SWEETHEART LIQUID

SOFT WEAVE

8-oz.
1
PKGS.$

MORTON MEAT

6 1/2-oz.
CAN

FANCY

Aph

JUMBO ICEBERG
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NO
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DOZEN
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$2.98,

LIBERTY COUPON
LIBERTY COUPON
lc
BLEACH 1/2 gallon
Purchase
Addit.
$5.00
and
Coupon
With
excluding tobacco, Milk Products
Void After July 28, 1970

$2.33
10 lb. 11-oz.
Tide
Detergent
Without this coupon
Save 65c With This Coupon
Void After Jul 28, 1970

HEAD

.

LIBERTY COUPON (Worth 160
101h-oz pkg CHEERIOS, 29e
with this coupon
(Without coupon, 450

LIBERTY COUPON
Save 50c
25-30 Lb. Avg.
Watermelons

69c

-w
—

WITH THIS COUPON
Void After July 28. 1970
Void After July 28, 1970
.1
ww
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Tennesseeans Charged
With Grand Larceny
Warrants charging two Paris,
Tenn., men with grand larceny
have been issued here by County
Judge Dick Castleman.
Earl W. Wiley, 33, and Larry
Barnes, 28, are being held in the
Henry County, Tenn., jail in
Paris following their arrest
earlier this week.
Wiley and Barnes were
stopped by Tennessee authorities for a rountine check, and
It was discovered their pickup
truck contained V0,000-315,000
worth of merchandise.
Wiley reportedly fled the
scene, but was tracked by bloodhounds to a trailer park, where
he was found hiding under a bed
in his trailer.

J. B. Hood, general superintendent for the Daniel Construction Co., identified some of the
merchandise as having been
stolen from the Ingersoll-Rand
construction site southeast of
Mayfield.
The stolen merchandise consisted of carpentry tools and
other construction materials.
Judge Castleman said the pair
may not be returned to Mayfield
for trial, since it is believed they
are wanted in Tennessee on
other charges.
No attempt has been made so
far to extradite the two Tennesseeans.

oimeoeriawoo4mrseiiiiimeu04mer,i.milei'41=1.04
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LOWEST PRICES

1
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ON MOBILE HOMES

Fultmaaclies
Dominate 3rd
Tri-State Meet

_ ILSON SPORT CENTE
416

So MUC
for so
****4
Only
to rc
8,500

SEPTIC TAT
Call C. G. Th
and Bonded.
or 472.1073.

RENT Wise(
and other COTT
CITY SUPER
St.
Fulto

We have taken another mark-down on our entire balance of stock—including all shotguns,
rifles, pistols and ammunition. Effective at 9 A.M. Thursday, thru Friday and Saturday.

GOING OUT
OF BUSINESS

Mayfieldian
Is Elected Ify
!Rural Carriers

c

/
I- FREE MONTHS GROCERIESI

Any Home Sold July

a
=

• Instant Bank Financing
• Free Delivery
I • Written Guarantee

I
I
c

I

Enough For
Drinks

! Sandpiper 16' Self Contained

j

$1,925.00
2 l'a Sell

_

Bank Financingi

I

I

Open 7 Days A Week

OAKSHIRE PLACE
Mobile Homes
2087 Reelfoot Ave.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
The Kentucky Rural Letter Carriers Association concluded its
95th annual convention Tuesday
with election of officers and action on resolutions.
Elected president for the coming year was Leslie Parker Jr.,
Maysville, Virgil Gilliam, Mayfield, was elected vice president and Jean H. Blain, Dry
Ridge, secretary-treasurer.
One resolution approved by
the postmen endorsed Cameron
King, Robards, as candidate for
a seat on the association's national board. King is immediate
past president of the state organization. His name will be placed
in nomination at the national
convention next month in Miami, Fla.
James W. Fritts, Evarts, was
named outstanding carrier of
the year in Kentucky.

VANDERBIJL PARK South
— Enough money
Africa e
for a bit of marijuana and a botof brandy. That was all
crane driver Pieter Bouwer
tle
Schutte willed his eldest son
John when he died. Schutte stipulated that the remainder of the
estate be divided among three
other children—apart from $70
which he wanted spent on
drinks for every man attending
his funeral.

! Lan Xang Is Laos
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Bigger and Better Than Ever
1970 PURCHASE DISTRICT

BIG, EXCITING DAYS
July22
23
24
Wednesday, July 22
Beef Cattle Show - 9:00 a.m.
Graves County Junior Dairy Show - 1:00 p.m.
Auto Daredevil Show - 8:00 p.m.

Thursday, July 23
Dairy Show - 9:00 a.m.
4-H and F.F.A. Dairy Judging Contest - 7:00 p.m.
Mayfield Horse Show - 8:00 p.m.
Friday, July 24
Tractor Pulling Contest - 10:00 a.m.
4-H and F.F.A. Day (Members admitted free until 5 p.m.)
Kids Day - Children admitted free until 5 p.m.
Pony given away at 5:00 p.m.
Jean Shepard Grand Ole Opry Show - 8:00 p.m.

25

Saturday. July 25
Western Horse Show - 1:00 PM
Motorcycle Racing - 8:00 PM

The Purcluu
Show was bek
Lone Oak Rid
Cracken Conn
from seven co
The winners
Purchase area
State Fair, Ai
''Blue ribbon
counties were:
McCrackenMyra, Gail Do
Joey Toone, J
er, Charles By
Sue Long, Ca
Sandy Elder a
Ballard—Tor
wawa Fnudrit
Bruce Jett.
Matte — Roi
Alice Caldwell

WAN
cass With

TlitES

FROM THE VERY
BEGINNING OF THE
SALE IT'S BEEN
NOTHING BUT CROWDS

WhdeLs

ty
tot W. Si
Fallen -

..but you ain't
seen nothin' yet!
T
•
Reg. $24.95 value

4
All New
SHOTGUNS — RIFLES — PISTOLS
Remington, Winchester,
Browning, etc.
NOW 33 1/3 OFF
List Price
If our price doesn't hit you right,
we may accept a reasonable offer.

At The Mayfield-Graves County
War Memorial Fairgrounds

Purcha
Horse .!
Winne,

•

Union City, Tenn

LA Hugh Wade -- Nathan Wade

MAN OR W(
Consumers wil
ducts. Can e
part time, $1
time. Contact223 East Mai:
51032—Ph

A-

LUANG PRABANG — From
the 14th century to the 18th,
Laos was a powerful kingdom

—the Land of the Million Elephants and the White Parasol.
Enterprise.'1 Some Laotians still call their
country Lan Xang.

CLASS

JO1d "Dollar Store' Location)

Street Fulton Ky.

FULTON, Ky. — Betty Vowel!
of Fulton won the third TO-State
Ladies Golf Tournament Tuesday with a 40-40-80 in the
championship flight. The tourney was played over the Fulton
Country Club.
First flight, competition saw
Betty Lou Thomas, also of Fulton, win with an 89, and Alberta
Green made it three straight for
the host city with a 96 to top
everyone in the second flight.
Mayfield's Ila Wylie took the
third flight with a 100.
The fourth Tri-State meet will
be held at Paducah's Paxton
Park Aug. 26-26.
The top five finishers in each
flight:
CHAMPIONSHIP HeII) Vouch. Fulton. 4040-86 Sue Byrn. Fulton 41.
41— 82, Eleanor Griffin. Paducah Pax.
ton Park. 43-40--83, Zane Taylor, Palton. 47-43--SO: Ann Hoffm.. Mayfield. 0-46-91.
FIRST FLIGHT: Betty Lou Thomas.
Fulton. 4544-89; Venella Sexton. Callow. Country Club. Murray. 474592; Frances Hulse. Calloway. 46-1894; Betty Wade. Fulton. 47.48-95;
Sandy Weintraub. Mayfield. 48-07-95.
SECOND FLIGHT: Alberta Green.
Fulton. 4947-- 98; Ann Mahan. Fulton.
50-49-96 Dorothy Graves. Fulton. 5050-100. Helen Glover. Mayfield, 4951-100, Mary DeMeyer. Fulton. 524
40-101: Louise Toler, Mayfield. 48.
53--101.
THIRD FLIGHT: flu Wylie. Mayfield.
54-46-100. Terry Kephart. Fulton. 5155-109; Max West, Cape Girardeau.
Mo . 52-55-107: Hilda Swisher. Paducah, 5367-110. Charlotte Boyd, Macfield, 58-53-111.

Fulton,]

MOO Plano
MOO Plano
lame gel
ladle Box
21el. $11.95
$10.95
Reg.
$9-99
718.99 Medium sue
Shelves of Irry
Medium Size
3
ofIlly
helves
$2.49 Value
#1800 Plano Reg.
Metal ladle
ladle 801
Reg. $16.110
801
$12.99
99°
Size
large
limit 1
Um
et
Slielles
3

SpZ
inE
nB
inC
g°
Reel

$10.99

ml lete with line
SIZE

EAGLE CLAW
HOOKS
10 each
Reg. 45C Pkg. "with leader"
290
VE % AND

OR
orms -Wigglers
- Bait
130 to 770
All on E. Z. serve tables
All Bobbers 10C to 19C
All

Reg. $21.00 Value
True Temper
Fly Rod
Martin Automatic Reel
both for $14-99

MERCY
TIRE

Zebco
404 REEL

A fr4444'

WITH $5.00

Casting Rod
$9.99

'
44
tMi

GiVE

aven-

COMPLETE —LIMIT 1—
Reg. $1.99 value
FULL SIZE

Plastic
ICE CHEST
990
eg.

HEF
ULT

Th

va

EVER READ
SIZE "0"

Latest 2 4
fiberglass
performani
El

BATTERIES
2 for 250
LIMIT 410 CUSTOMER
Reg. to $2.99 Value
MINNOW BUCKETS
Entire
990
Stock
Any bucket in stock

2+
mill

Din
des'
any

o

sup
nail
0

Ave
seri

Pric

oSca

Middle 1

•

or

Fulton, Ky.
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[CLASSIFIED ADS

/

So MUCH_ . .
for so LITTLE...

i
1

Only 5 per word
to reach
6,500 Homes

SEPTIC TANK PUMPING—
Call C. G. Thurman - Licensed
and Bonded. Phones: 472-3610
or 473.1073.

RENT Wheelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 406 bake
St.
Fulton, Ky.

otguns,
turday.

T

DAY

MAN OR WOMAN to supply
Consumers with Rawleigh Products. Can earn $60 weekly
part time, $100 and up full
time. Contact—Milton Babcock,
223 East Main St., Freeport.
61032—Phone 815-232-4161

Purchase 4-H
Horse Show
Winners Told
The Purchase Area 4-H Horse
Show was held last week at the
Lone oak Riding Arena in McCracken County with entries
from seven counties.
The winners will represent the
Purchase area at the Kentucky
State Fair, Aug. 19.
' 'Blue ribbon winners listed by
counties were:
McCracken—Kate Myre, Jane
Myre, Gall Deen, Chris Metzger,
Joey Toone, Jimmilyn Leidecker, Charles Byerly, Joe Metzger,
Sue Long, Carolyn Clampett,
Sandy Elder and Caroline Wiley.
Ballard—Tons Dyer, Keith De.
mese, Frankie Gene Goode and
Bruce Jett.
Fulton — Robert Caldwell and
Alice Caldwell.

WANTED!
car. With Square his.
'I

..

1■1111t

cl,
I

1
i

TIRES
. TRUE
ID 1

Wheels Bahmeed I
i
I

WHEELS ALIGNED(
lity'
fire CO.
101 W. State Line
B. Pullen - Pb. 478-2741

Page 5

Hog Cholera
Hits Weakley
State mid federal quarantines
for hog cholera have been placed
on a portion of Weakley County,
effective immediately.
Included in the quarantine cone
is the north central section of the
count/ where an outbreak of hog
cholera has been confirmed.
The quartine cone is an area
borded on the south by Highway
22, on the west by Highway 45E,
on the north by the North Fork
of the Obion River, and on the
east by Highway 118.
Announcement of the Joint
quarantine was made by Dr. C.
E. Kord, state veterinarian, and
Dr. Wiley W. Bird, federal veterinarian In charge for the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's
Animal Health Division.
The veterinary officials point
out that no feeder pigs or breeding swine can be moved interstate from an area number federal quarantine for hog cholera.
Slaughter hogs can be moved
interstate only if they are inspected on the farm of origin
before shipment and are shipped
directly
to slaughter. Such
slaughter hogs must be accompanied by a special certificate
authorizing swing
movement
from a quarantine area. These
certificates are available from
state and federal animal health
officials.
Pork products can be moved
interstate from a federally quarantined area only if produced at
a slaughter plant which operates
under standards for federal meat
inspection.
The Weakley County quarantine
provisions
contains
similar
which regulate intrastate shipment of hogs from the quarantined area.
Dr. Kord and Dr. Wry say
the quarantines were placed because an outbreak of hog cholera
has been confirmed In the north
central portion of Weakley County.
. This represents the first
case of hog cholera in the state
for a period of over four months.
The quarantine action was taken as a part of the stepped-up
campaign to wipe out this costly swine disease. The quarantines will be removed just as
soon as the threat of disease
spread has been eliminated.
"Stamping
out"
activities
against hog cholera involve
prompt and complete disposal of
all infected and exposed herds.
Cooperative state federal indemnity payments are made to farmers whose animals must be destroyed because of hog cholera.
Producers can aid the eradication effort by promptly reporting any sickness in swine to their
veterinarian, county agent or animal health officials.

SEEING IS OEUEWNO.
Vid)an
[1.111
Fresh Fryer Parts

112 Pieces)

Box-O-Chicken

290
690

Lb.

Furst Cut

Pork Chops

Lb

Super -Right
1f
,
-e
gg.590

Franks Chunk

Bologna

Lb.

690

Chunk

Braunschweiger

Lb.

69t

Norhtern Jumbo

Towels
Tissue
Fig Bars

3R°''s890

pky. 390
Pk 390

Northern Bathroom

Marvel

3-Lb. Pkg. Or More

Ground Beef
-- ip,
L
N

-----.-:77. vaiororforamasprooli

PORK ROAST
7-RIB

4-Roll
Off)

HAMBURGER
e g.
3
0,.i loPrk

5

PORTION

5

ALL BEEF

Yellow Corn.
Lemons

NEW DELHI— Agriculture
generates about half of Indla's
gross domestic product, provides
employment for 70 per cent of
the labor force and accounts for
more than half of export earnings.

9c

LB.

SWEE"

70% In India Farm

WHOLE FRYERS

It"

LB.

LB.

U.S.D.A.INSPECTED

3

e

Juicy

Yellow

Doz.

Jumbo 27 Size

Bing

Cherries

UP

SPLIT

LB. 354

HOME GROWN.

Tomatoes.
ssp Squash
Lb 39C Cantaloupes

EARS

CUT
OR

23C
2LI90
LB

E.39
Prices Good Thru Sat., July 25

JANE PARKER

9,

SANDWICH BREAD

99,

20-0Z.
LYES.

mc,

BANANAS

RED
WATER MELONS

79

EACH
American Beauty

H $5.00

Dd

II

17-0z

American Beauty

Great Northern Beans

Gives you things the
average tire just can't!

494

MAZOLA

FLOUR

With This Coupon
Good Thru Sat., July 25
Good At A&P Food Stores
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Person

\WO'

9/51
9$12f2M911111,

PILLSBURY

PILLSBURY FLOUR
Plain or Self-Rising
&LI; Bag

9/51

S

MAZOLA
MARGARINE
1 -Lb. C•rton
With This Coupon
Good Only At & A&P Food Stores
Coupon Expires Sat., July 25,
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

Margarine
1-Lb. Carton

LB. BAG

SAVE 374

29
With This Coupon

Applesauce

!,1 ',1,'
mcionzi.5/890

PHASE HI

BAR SOAP

With This Coupon
A&P

HERCULES
ULTRAPREME "78"

SAVE $1.10

The finest passenger tire
we've ever offered!

PILLSBURY
LAYER

18-0z.

Grapefruit Sections

4/99

Latest 2 4 2 construction--TWO polyester plies and TWO
fiberglass belts to give you the ultimate in mileage,
performance, ride!

A&P

CAKE MIXES

COLD POWER
DETERGENT

10-Lb.

COMPLEXION
SIZE BARS

2

BOXES

79

With This Coupon

154

19 0Z

11-0z.

Box

17-Ox.

Navy Beans

With This Coupon

•

O

± 2 construction gives up to TWICE the
mileage of ordinary non-belted tires

hitNEE

COLD POWER ti 79
DETERGENT
10-Lb. 1-0s. Box IF
With This Coupon
Good Into Set., July 15
Good At A&P Food Stores
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Pee hereon

Distinctive triple white stripe sidewall
design sharpens the appearance of
any car

O

Unique shoulder and tread design for
superior road stability and quiet,
noise-free ride

O

tI

Available In most popular, "78"

If

9MS'AP

OM.
•••••

AP

series axle

.
94

PILLSBURY
.17-0a
LAYER
CAKE MIXES3 Rotes la
With This Coupon
Good Only At A&P Food Stores
Coupon Expires Set., July 2.,
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Pee Customer

••••-maw
.a.er

Priced lower than you think!

Scales Tire Service
Middle Rd.& Hwy.51,Phone 472-3531
FULTON, Y.

17-oz

cane

94 Golden Corn
"
Lima's
94 White Corn
"
Grua Limes 16c:
:`,1 31894 Shellie Beans
Fruit Cocktail- (
67cl 4/$1 Cut Green Beans

Peito
i T Fo!dnilic

It3
c=

Stokely Small
Stokely

.11MIP
.111
.0Mb
AMMO.
••••IMP
4111..

+OM.
•••••••

Co
pexon 2B-15
Barmli
B°aP
Size
This Coupon
Good Only Al A&P Food
Stores
Coupon Expires Sat•, July 25
Regular Price Without Coupon
Limit 1 Coupon Per Customer

AP

STOKELY SALE!

I

I 'Al

Pampers HI Off

Overeights 12's.

17-0z.

17.0g.

AP

I

PHASE III

APIMIUM1 AP

Stokely
O

APY

•••••••

1011

.15-Ox.

YOUR CHOICE!

Pampers

Nimbus 30's
Pampers
Daytime 15's
Daytime 30's

••••••

el AP
87t
51.58
84
$1.511

Fulton, Ky.
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rEATuRrs
E. W. JAMES & SONS
MAXI-SAVINGS stands for MAXIMUM, - yes, MAXI
MUM
means your Food Budget, - your Food Money, DOES MORE sayings for you, Mrs. Homemaker! MAXI-SAVINGS
for you at E. W. James & Sons Supermarket, - MAXISAVINGS means HAPPIER SHOPPING because your
Food Dollars now perform at MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
!
They'll DO MORE for you!
OLD JUDGE

COFFEE

Folgers 89C LB.

U.S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
TFHRU
.,
I 118
I

BUY 6
DOliB.GEE Cil LA
T2

590

990

HOLE

lb.

UP
LB. 29c

(Halves)

Lb. 29c

U. S. CHOICE

STEAKS

(Quarters)
ROASTING CHICKENS
BREAST

Lb. 29c

CLUB

Lb. 33c
Lb. 59c

REELFOOT

LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS

Lb. 49c
Lb. 33c

BOLOGNA

BACKS
NECKS

Lb. 19c
Lb. loc

FRANKS

THIGHS
LEGS

Lb. 49c
Lb. 59c

FRYER

Lb. $1.19

SLAB BACON
LAKE BRAND

Lb. 69c

Whole or Half Stick

Lb. 39c

toIx

FLAKY BISCUITS

ARMOUR

12-oz. pkg.

_ 49c

MEATY PORK

NECK BONES

Can

Lb. 29c

KREY

6 TO 8 L49
AVERAGE

390

Doz.

Whole or Half Slab

REELFOOT

SMOKED PICNICS

GRADE A MEDIUM

RIB STEAKS

lb

WITH
OTHER
PURCHASES2
FRYER

U. S. CHOICE CORN FED

FRYERS
5OwCUT

SAT.

SUPERMARKET

MELLO
USAGE

SLICED BACON
)
i
L

100
RAGGEDY

lbs.
$

1.09

2-oz.
TONY

FLORIDA GOLD FROZEN

NESTEA

Inst.

79c

26-oz.

ORANGE JUICE

6

6 OZo
. CANS

HEINZ STRAINED

BABY FOOD
loiars890

DOG FOOD

14 1/2-oz.

10c

PARAMOUNT

JACK SPRAT SALT

10c

PURE CANE

SWEET PICKLES

16-oz. jar

___

39c

**WITH THIS COUPON**
And additional $5.00
purchase, excluding milk
arid tobacco products.

UG
VINJEGAR
390

Limit I COUPON per family.
KRISP N FRESH
SOUTHERN BELLE

STICK

MARGARINE

GIANT SIZE

5 Lbs.

$1.00

TURNER'S OR SWIFT'S

, ICE MILK

10c OFF

IVORY LIQUID
E. W. JAMES

1/2 Gal.

45c

FIESTIA OR PARK LANE

SWEET MILK
SHOWBOAT

Gallon

SALAD DRESSING

CHEECRSE
F§IRE
i AD
ONSDOZ.
LE
M
2!it t 990
Nice Juicy

I lc

KRAFT

Quart ____ 59c

POTATO CHIPS

300 SIZE

PORK & BEANS
KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

1.15

VELEETA

2 Lb.

$1.09

Bag

490

MISSOURI HOME GROWN

CANTALOPES
500.*::•:•:•$;;K. STORE COUPON

MUSTARD
KRAFrE

100
We Reserve The Right To Limit aunties

SAVE

Limit
Per Family

500

E. W.
James &

on Bor. size

Sons

Taster's
choice®
REEZE-DRIED COFFEE

OFFER
EXPIRES
ed. July 29t

STORE COUPON

We Accept

1/. S.

Gov't. Food Stamps

SMUDGED PRINT

23, 1970

Page 6

NS

SAVE 50%
rlOLDWe Guarantee
P4SHIC 1114b
gl'

Every Item In Stock
"Let Us Prove
YOU Can"

1 I -0111011h,

IUM

SAVE!

$1.00 WINDPROOF

EASY OFF

CIGARETTE
LIGHTERS
LIMIT 4

291

WATER BUCKET

CUB

9

DERMA
FRESH

REG 79E

IA

I. lli

/B

REG $1.00

77;

18;

29
1 EA

PKG.

COFFEE PLASTIC GOODS

NYLONS
5ki
PR
"ol

OLD JUDGE

WASTE BASKET

NO. 1044 - 44 crr.
2 LB

1"

191

.11940.1.•
.

LUSTRE CREME

NO-MIX RINSE
160Z

FLASH
CUBES

154

LOTION

2/291

WWI

Tooth
Brushes

LADIES

DYHE

WITH SPRAY
80Z
REG 494

DECORATED

5 OT
EACH

WINDOW CLEANER

COLGATE

REG $1.55

LIMIT 1
PRESTONE

ANTI.00
'
0
FREEZE

NO.392 OVAL
11,4 BUSHEL

LAUNDRY BASKET

NO. 390 ROUND
BUSHEL

LAUNDRY BASKET

TRASH CAN
WASTE BASKET

NO. 1074 6 - GAL.
NO. 1067
VALUES TO $1.19

1 EACH

Buy Both

189

BATH OIL

69

YOUR
CHOICE

1 GAL

491

New Unscented &Regular
9 OZ

ARRID.Extra Dry
GAL
REG $1.69

791

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

anti-perspirantsprays
9c

29d -

-SHULTONEA

Plastic
Coated

PANTY HOSE

'PS

REG $1.79

COLOR BOOKS
REG

MANPOWER

REG $1.00

DEODORANT

2/99c
44•442
;,;

CARDS
REG $1.69

691

99

OLD SPICE
REG $1.50

Deck

•

LOTION

91

99c

OLD SPICE
er, it

LISTERIN

REG
$1.75

USTERUJ
OWN

PES

BAND-AIDS
331
NO.5614

FAMILY TUBES
$2.10
Value

2/51 1

DEODORANT

FULTON DISCOUNT
0

Limit
1 Per Family •;•••
E. W.

.°,2f2P.11 tritn&i,
911111:31111111111111111W11111

SOS WEST STATE LINE
FULTON, REVTLICKY

Numumar]IMINIllitall
NATIONAL BRANDS

James &
Sons

OFFER
EXPIRES
ed. July 29t

li*A.*

5

d Stamps

SUPPLEMENT TO THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

$119

OLD SPICE MANPOWER
$1:11E
1G
9

CRENSHAW'S
CRENSHAW'S

COLOGNE

•eoeseArk
,

74c

30 OT

ICE
CHEST

3/8"
9 - PR.

ELECTRIC
DRILL

SHOE RACK

79c

Lowest price ever on this 3 8"
electric drill. Ball thrust and
self-lubricating. Jacob's geared
chuck. A great Buy!

VV/HANDLE

Freez
Containers

Reg. 12.88

AUTO
MERGENCY
KIT
$555

TENNIS
BALLS

SHOP

10 Pints pkg.

664

6(Ns. pkg

664 CRENSHAWS
$377

36 Ors. cs.

OLD
72 x 72

3-Plastic Bags

Air
4,*.K.44,034,

Mattress

Polaroid Camera
$2299

FASHIONED

97c
SAVINGS

LONG
RACK -0-MATIC

BEAM

TIE VALET

SALE

CAR

SPOTLIGHT

$388

;547

AiFtt--5
;.:•%
•

ME LM AC

AND

-

DINNER
SET

DEEP HEAT

MASSAGER
$6"

BABY POOL SEAT
$277

SAMSONITE

SAVE

50%

ALADDIN

THERMO
BOTTLE
ELECTRIC

ICE
CREAM

CHAIRS

FREEZER
40T.

$388

'1166

FOOD JAR

ALADDIN

THERMO
BOTTLE

40 x 40 CONQUEROR

CRENSHAWS

MOVIE
SCREEN

DISCOUNT

W/HANDLE
$ 1 44

$797

ANNEX
SIKESTON,
MISSOURI

DOORMAT

FULTON
DISCOUNT
BIRCH
CRIBMOBILE

BABY
CRIB
W/Springs
Mattress

SKIRT HANGERS
4091

ECKO

FULTON,

TROUSER
HANGERS

KENTUCKY

29c

WICKER

ZENITH

DRESSING
TABLE

SPACE
SAVERS

JUVENILE

NO. 1074

SHOP

999
CRENSHAWS
OLD

TRU

4- Fruits 6"
4 - Cups 7 Oz.
4- Saucers 5 7/8"
4 - Plates 9 3/8"

COPPER

COOKIE

SWING
SEAT
WITH ROPE

FASHIONED

JAR

& HARDWARE

2 TIER

HOSTESS CART

$344

SAVINGS
SALE

RONSON
ELECTRIC

AND
PORTA FILE

SAVE

50%

SHOE
-ADOti
SHINE .4 4lir
KIT

$ 1 66

TRAVEL COFFEE KIT

BATHROOM
SPACE SAVER

W/HEATER

;322

CRENSHAWS
DISCOUNT

$ 11 555
ANTE L HAIR SET

ANNEX
SIKESTON,
MISSOURI

FULTON
DISCOUNT

MAKE-UP
FISH
BASKET

& ANTEL $1.00 EGG

REG $2.50

SHAMPOO

$

39

EVER EADY

WATER PIK
Oral Hygiene Appliance
NO. 37

$ 1688

BATTERIES
REG $1.75 VALUE

FULTON,
KENTUCKY

LASTING BEAUTY

C OR D
REG 254

BOTH FOR
Automatic Toothbrush

991

N°39$1488

COLGATE

SHAMPOO

ultra brite "Tr

REG 794

FAMILY SIZE

REG 794

28;Ai
LIMIT 4

'7

HALO

PALMOLIVE

INSTANT
SHAVE

Ai
/

HAIR
SPRAY

29; 59,

17 OZ
REG $1.49

REG 994

REG
$1.09

ONLY

45c74

LUSTRE CREME

ALKA
SELTZER

SHAMPOO
$2.46/$1.49

..AR96c

HOUR AFTER HOUR DEODORANT

REG 690

SALE

DOLLY MADISON

39;

STOCK UP NOW
REG $1.50 - 4 OZ
REG $1.19 - 5 OZ
REG $1.49 - 7 OZ
REG $1.69 - 8 OZ

TOOTH PASTE

394
494
594
694

TOILET TISSUE

PRE LL CONCENTRATE

Shampoo

SHAM
REG $1.15

PACKAGE

0

FAMILY SIZE

89,

REG
$1.59

59;

$1.29 SUTTON SPRAY DEOD.
$1.29 STAY DRY SPRAY DEOD.
$1.29 LISTER INE COLD TABLETS
$1.59 JERG ENS HAND CREAM
$1.29 MANPOWER SPRAY DEOD.
$1.25 HOT ONE SHAVE CREAM
$1.29 FDS BATH OIL BEADS
$1.50 GET SET HAIR LOTION
$1.00 SUAVE HAIR DRESSING

10 ROLL

69°

LIMIT 1

YOUR

YOUR
VICKS COUGH DROPS
LUDEN COUGH DROPS
F & F COUGH DROPS
BALL POINT PENS
TIDY TIES FOR BABY SHOES
12 OZ. ICE TEA GLASSES
BOOK MATH ES - Box 50

CHOICE

69

CHOICE

9c

I

BUY 1 - GET 1 FREE
$1.09 PONDS TALC. 10 oz.
994 AQUA NET HAIR SPRAY
794 WOODBURY DRY LOTION
694 WOOBURY REG. LOTION
4.94 CUTEX NAIL POLISH
794 BAND AIDS
$1.09 APRIL SHOWERS TALC
104 CARPET TACKS

2/$1.09
2/994
2i794
2/694
2/494
2/794
2/$1.09
2/104

16 OZ.

791
CHILDREN'S

Bayer Aspirin REG 3942/491
Bayer Aspirin REG :2T.61 $ 1 64
Phillips TabletsRE200
G$7.69$109
Bayer Aspirins REn54 161
The one-hour blonding system
BLONDES AMERICAN STYLE
Lightener and Conditioner. Prelightens in as little as 30 minutes.
So advanced the beginner blonde
can actually shampoo it in. And
when retouching, BLONDES
AMERICAN STYLE shampoos
out to give the fastest, most even
bleach-out ever.

FUTURE WAX
16 OZ
27 OZ
460Z

491
871
*1.29

**
*
* AmericAn *
* Revaluoce *
4' BLOPTCINC *
•
* **

BLONDES AMERICAN STYLE
Toner. Ten all-American permanent
toners that can be shampooed in
immediately after bleaching with
perfect comfort.
Lightener &
Conditioner only
Toner II
only

*1"

09

Come On Out And Meet
"Blondes Of Alberto
Culver Co." - Live Radio
KMPL - 1520 on your Dial
Blondes American Style"

MILK OF
260Z

MAGNESIA REG $1.39
Bayer Aspirin 100 CT
Bayer Aspirin 50C1
HALEYS MO 16 OZ

991
711
461
991

BROOK LADORATORIES-TO YOU
•

